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ABSTRACT
This report describes the development a computer simulation method which incorporated
representative body dynamics with ejection seat dynamics. The effort was supported as
training by the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, in Patuxent River Maryland.
The weight ofan air crew is on the same order ofmagnitude as the weight ofthe ejection
seat; and so the body motion has a direct impact on the seat dynamics. The method
developed and demonstrated in this report incorporated the effects ofthe dynamic inertial
properties ofthe seat and body system. The body model was representative ofmanikin
response to ejection loading. A summary ofliterature on injury potential was used to
determine key parameters ofbody dynamics associated with injury, and the resulting
model output was of sufficient fidelity to derive a prediction of injury potential. The
model also enabled the development of system requirements for advanced components
such as seat stabilization devices and controllable propulsion systems. The results
identified typical variations in mass properties, given variations in the body initial
conditions and restraint configuration. Two cases were investigated, restrained arms and
unrestrained arms, both cases utilized a 135 lb occupant. The results showed that the
center ofgravity shifted within +/- 0.4 inches for the case with restrained arms, and +/-
1.0 inch with respect to the seat, for the case with unrestrained arms. The relative
acceleration ofthe center ofgravity also induced significant oscillations of -2 g to +6 g
for the case of restrained arms and +/- 6 g for the case ofunrestrained arms. Likewise, the
moment of inertia variation induced 180 ft-Ibs oftorque for the case with restrained arms
and 390 ft-Ibs oftorque for the case with unrestrained arms. Computation ofthe body
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dynamics and the associated interaction with the seat were shown to be essential,
particularly when the occupant is minimally restrained.
1. SUMMARY
This report documents the development of a method for using a computer model as part
of official training ofthe author. The effort was funded by the Naval Air Warfare Center,
Aircraft Division, in Patuxent River, Maryland. The results ofthis study are not directly
indicative of any operational system; the reader should make no inferences of air crew
safety based on this report.
1.1 Objective
The occupant weight is on the same order ofmagnitude as the ejection seat weight and so
it was hypothesized that the body motion has a direct impact on the seat dynamics. Thus,
the basic research question was as follows:
Can an analytical method be developed to identify the effects ofbody motion on
ejection seat function and to indicate potential for injury?
Therefore, the objective ofthis effort was to develop a computer simulation model which
includes representative body dynamics with ejection seat dynamics. The model developed
and demonstrated in this report incorporated the effects ofthe changing inertial properties
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ofthe seat and body system. The body model was representative ofmanikin response to
ejection loading.
A review ofliterature on injury potential was used to determine key parameters ofbody
dynamics associated with injury. The resulting output was ofsufficient fidelity to derive a
prediction of injury potential.
The model also enabled the development of system requirements for advanced
components such as seat stabilization devices and controllable propulsion systems.
Development ofthe control theory and a stable gain schedule for these advanced
components requires knowledge ofthe system center ofgravity and moments of inertia
throughout the time duration ofthe ejection phase. The results identified herein provide
typical variations in mass properties, given variations in the body initial conditions and
restraint configuration. This method may be used extensively to develop the control
theory and associated gain schedule for an ejection seat controller.
1.2 Synopsis of Results
The results reflect a typical ejection seat with a small (135 lb nude weight) occupant. A
relatively high ejection speed of475 keas was implemented in order to demonstrate a
solution under dynamic conditions. Two variations of restraint (with and without arm
restraint) were implemented in order to provide significant variation of inertial properties.
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The results show that the center ofgravity shifts a great deal- within +/- 0.4 inches for
the case with restrained anns, and +/- 1.0 inch with respect to the seat, for the case with
unrestrained anns. The cases implemented used a relatively short rocket motor burn time
and so the seat remained in a consistent orientation throughout the rocket burn.
Therefore, the resulting trajectory was not greatly affected. This center ofgravity motion
was more significant for the initial case ofunrestrained anns.
The relative acceleration ofthe center of gravity also induced significant oscillations of-2
g to + 6 g for the case of restrained arms and +/- 6 g for the case ofunrestrained arms.
Likewise, the moment of inertia variation induced 180 ft-Ibs oftorque for the case with
restrained anns and 390 ft-Ibs oftorque for the case with unrestrained anns. These effects
were highly interactive between the seat dynamics and body dynamics. The relative
acceleration and induced torque were more significant for the case ofunrestrained arms of
the occupant.
1.3 Recommendations
Computation of the body dynamics and the associated interaction with the ejection seat
were shown to be essential, particularly when the occupant is minimally restrained. The
methods described herein are recommended for the modification of existing seat trajectory
models to incorporate body dynamics.
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Empirical testing is required in order to provide additional data, defining the lateral
dynamics ofthe restrained air crew within the ejection seat. The testing would enable
derivation of spring-damper response ofthe system, at variations of rate of pull. This data
shall enable improved validation ofthe lateral manikin dynamics.
The method described is directly applicable to the analysis of crash-worthy seating
systems, typically incorporated in rotor wing aircraft.
The method described may also extend to other problems where the body dynamics would
be expected to affect the system dynamics. This may include the crash environment of
light vehicles such as motor cycles, bicycles, or man powered vehicles.
2. BACKGROUND
Ejection system total ejected weight, including the seat, occupant, and gear ranges from
about 300 lbs to 4751bs, depending upon the configuration. Considering that the
occupant weight ranges from 30 to 50 percent ofthe system weight, one would expect
that the occupant motion would significantly impact the seat dynamics. This report
documents a method to quantify this interaction for specific ejection conditions.
2.1 Ejection Seat Systems
Ejection seat configurations vary a great deal depending on manufacturer and aircraft
requirements. However, certain generalizations can be made concerning the phases of
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ejection. Also, a discussion is provided concerning the injury criterion used to evaluate
escape systems.
2.1.1 Phases ofan Ejection
Regardless of seat type, the ejection sequence can be broken down to specific phases.
Decision to eject. The decision to eject requires the air crew's awareness of imminent
high risk. Any delay ofthis decision greatly affects the aircraft initial conditions at
ejection.
Initiation ofejection. All operational aircraft require an ejection handle pull for initiation
ofthe ejection sequence. Multiple place aircraft enable the initiation of ejection of all crew
based on the initiation by one air crew.
Escape path clearance. Prior to seat motion, most aircraft configurations remove the
aircraft canopy or other overhead structure. All Navy operational systems allow the crew
to eject through the canopy, if removal ofthe canopy fails.
Catapult boost. The catapult is a cartridge actuated device (CAD) which utilizes a
ballis~ic charge to propel the seat out ofthe aircraft. For this phase of ejection, the seat
translates along the ejection rails which are attached to the aircraft.
Rocket motor. The rocket motor enables the seat to gain sufficient altitude for parachute
recovery of the air crew. Operational systems orient the force vector through a nominal
center ofgravity ofthe seat and occupant. Developmental systems enable multiple
nozzles with controllable thrust levels and vector orientation in order to improve seat
stability.
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Deceleration and stabilization. Prior to parachute deployment, the seat system must
reduce velocity in order to achieve parachute recovery without destroying the parachute
structure. Operational recovery systems have a maximum capability on the order of 300
keas. Most systems utilize a small stabilizing drogue parachute to increase drag and
thereby reduce the distance traveled and time to recovery. These drogue parachutes can
be deployed above 600 keas. However, the implementation of a drogue parachute system
requires some time to deploy and become effective in the wind stream. During this time
delay, the seat system typically becomes oriented in an adverse attitude which also
increases loading to the occupant, particularly in the lateral direction.
Descent from high altitude. Parachute deployment is also delayed until the altitude above
sea level (ASL) is below a ceiling, typically about 13,000 feet.
Recovery parachute deployment. As the parachute system is deployed into the wind
stream, the occupant harness and restraint is also released.
Seat/Occupant Separation. The inflation ofthe parachute enables the seat and occupant to
fully separate. The seat then simply descends to the ground.
Descent and ground impact. Descent of the air crew and gear under the recovery
parachute occurs regardless of occupant consciousness.
Survival. Survival of the crew on the ground or in water until rescue often requires
minimal injury to the air crew.
7
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Figure 1: Phases ofejection (Ref: Notes from G. Frisch, figure dated 1985).
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2.1.2 Injury Criterion
Current operational ejection seat specifications or guidelines establish acceptable
acceleration levels for the seat and the thorax of an instrumented manikin. Advances in
manikin fidelity and instrumentation has enabled evaluation of loading to specific regions
of the body, particularly along the spine. Researchers have documented guidelines that
include forces and loading at the body joints, as discussed in this section.
Bowman (1993) provided a comprehensive literature review concerning human injury
response to ejection loading. Bowman identified the most critical regions of the body,
consisting in order of priority (1) fractures to the lower thoracic and upper lumbar
vertebrae, (2) fractures of the cervical vertebrae, and (3) nonspecific head and neck
injuries, particularly for through-canopy ejections. This assessment was based on
extensive research in reported mishap frequency. Bowman also cataloged trauma
assessment criteria, defining force and torque limits at specific body joints. Much of the
original data stems from yoluntary live subject research and cadaver research by Mertz
and Patrick (1972), and Patrick (1987).
Whitley (1996) extended injury criteria ofmedium sized males to project injury
thresholds of small females and large males. Whitley presented injury tolerance
maximum levels and also injury tolerance based on time duration of loading. The limits
included loading of the head/neck (occipital condyle) interface, cervical vertebrae, lumbar
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vertebrae, patella, femur, and pelvis. Important factors include the direction of loading
(tension / compression), gender, and weight of occupant. The data presented by Whitley
was intended for use until experimental research provides more precise injury thresholds.
Thacker (1996) also conducted a recent review of literature emphasizing the cervical
spine. He summarized existing experimental efforts and numerical methods, in support
of an extensive research to develop a detailed head and spine model.
The injury threshold values require the computation of forces and torques at the body
joints in question. In order to attain these values computationally, the seat trajectory
model was combined with a body dynamics model. A discussion of applicable models
follows in section 2.2.
2.2 Existing Analysis Tools
Existing analysis tools include the seat trajectory model, body dynamics models, and
spinal injury prediction and spinal models.
2.2.1 Seat Trajectory Model
The seat trajectory model calculates the six degree of freedom motion of the ejection seat,
given the seat and body system physical properties, aircraft initial conditions, and applied
forces and moments. Most models utilize rigid body dynamics for the entire seat and
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body system. Some of these models are written in FORTRAN (D'Aulerio, 1983; Yeiser,
1992), while others use a computing environment such as MATRIXxTM (Ritland, 1994),
or EASY5™ (Duffy et. aI., 1986).
Single spring - mass - damper systems have been utilized to provide an assessment of
injury as described in section 2.2.3. This model defines values for the body natural
frequency, and damping coefficient ratio which stemmed from original research by von
Gierke (1964). The updated values (Brinkley et. aI., 1989) enable the calculation of
approximate center of gravity motion throughout the ejection sequence. The
implementation within a seat trajectory model was enabled by D'Aulerio and Fender
(1983). Figure 2 illustrates this configuration.
Figure 2: Spring - mass - damper representation (Brinkley et. aI., 1989).
The spring-mass-damper configuration is useful in identifying seat performance
acceptance levels, and it is straight forward to implement for evaluation of ejection test
data. It is limited, however, in representing the body as only a single lump mass.
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Obviously, identification of specific body segment or joint injury thresholds is not
possible with this model.
Since many of the seat trajectory models are proprietary, the U. S. Navy developed the
Advanced Crew Capsule Escape System Simulation (ACCESS) model (Yeiser and
Oslon, 1992). This is a six degree of freedom computer model for ejection seats and
escape capsules, written in FORTRAN. The ACCESS model applies the forces and
moments to system (the seat and body system considered as a single mass) in accordance
with each of the major ejection phases. The basic input parameters are listed as follows:
Mass properties. The ACCESS model utilizes the combined weight, center of gravity,
and moments of inertia of the seat and occupant combination.
Aircraft initial conditions. The initial conditions include the aircraft linear and angular
acceleration, velocity, and location with respect to the earth.
Free stream aerodynamics. Free stream aerodynamic coefficients of ejection seat
platforms have been obtained through wind tunnel facilities (White, 1974; Reichenau,
1987; Ayoub and Yost, 1983). This data, of course, varied with the Mach number, and
the seat orientation to the wind stream. The pitch, u, and side slip, ~, angles are
illustrated in Figure 3. The wind tunnel data formulated a large data matrix which was
used for the simulation model. At any orientation, the aerodynamic forces and moments
were transformed to the seat center of gravity, and aligned to the seat coordinate system.
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Figure 3: Aerodynamic coefficients of the seat and body system
Aircraft proximity aerodynamics. Significant differences in aerodynamic coefficients
exist near the aircraft (Reichenau, 1987). The ACCESS model employs these effects
based on the difference in aerodynamic coefficients between the free stream condition
and those coefficients measured when the seat was positioned near the aircraft. This is
considered the "delta effect" or difference in effect due to aircraft proximity. The delta
effect was used as a function of (a) distance traveled from the aircraft, (b) mach number,
(c) pitch angle, and (d) side slip angle.
Rocket motor plume .aerodynamics. The model has the ability to apply the effects of a
rocket plume on aerodynamics (Reichenau, 1969). Due the lack applicable data for Navy
systems, this option was not utilized on this study.
Aircraft ejection rail system. The ejection rail is attached to the aircraft and allows the
seat to translate out ofthe aircraft, avoiding cockpit structure. The system dynamics are
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relatively complex for this phase of ejection since the seat rides on a discrete number of
slippers or rollers. When all slippers are engaged in the rail, motion is constrained to
translation relative to the aircraft. When only the last set of slippers are engaged on the
rail, the seat is permitted to rotate in the pitch plane relative to the aircraft. As long as the
slippers are attached to the rail, the solver considers a structural dynamics problem.
When the last set of slippers is released, the seat system is considered in free motion.
Elements such as the catapult tube and lanyards are still attached and applying forces and
bending moments to the seat; however, the solver considers a free-body problem.
Catapult system. The catapult loading applies to the ejection seat through thrust-time
tables, knowing the point of application and thrust vector. The thrust-time data was
found experimentally by the Indian Head Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center
(IHD/NSWC) through the use of a thrust stand. The catapult loading is dependent upon
the ejected mass, and so typically catapult tests of the ejected mass of interest are
required. Nominally, the catapult phase has a time duration of 0.20 sec, with the ejected
mass reaching a separation velocity of 45 feet/sec.
Direction and realignment oftnijectoIy (DART). These systems consist ofa lanyard
attachment to the aircraft for the first few feet of seat travel. This lanyard reduces the
pitch-back effects as the seat leaves the cockpit and enters into the wind stream. This
system, of course, depends on the aircraft remaining at straight and level flight.
Attitude control logic. The seat model has the ability to implement block diagrams
describing propulsion attitude control systems for the seat. These systems are currently
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under development for future operational aircraft. The model can implement gain
schedules for bit motor rockets, gimballed nozzle control rockets, and controllable solid
rocket motor systems.
Parachute systems.. The parachute systems are enabled by producing drag force at a
specified location, based on the system velocity. The model enables the use of stabilizing
drogue parachute(s), and an air crew recovery parachute.
Figure 4: Coordinate Systems for the ACCESS program.
Coordinate systems. Figure 4 illustrates the coordinate systems used for the ACCESS
model. The user defines the Seat Coordinate System (SCS) as an arbitrary point rigidly
attached to the seat structure. As part of the initial routines, the SCS was translated to the
center of gravity and all applied forces and moments were summed about this point. All
numerical integration was then computed about the center of gravity of the system,
determining both linear and angular incremental changes in velocity and displacement.
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2.2.2 Body Dynamics Model
The Articulated Total Body Model (ATB) has been developed by the U.S. Air Force at
the Armstrong Laboratory. This model has been based on an original kernel known as
the Crash Victim Simulator (CVS) developed by Calspan Corporation for the U.S.
Department of Transportation. The model is available commercially, known as
DYNAMAN (Rangarajan, 1990), with added pre- and post- processing.
(a) 0 msec
(b) 100 msec
Figure 5: Typical body model for automotive crash dynamics (Obergefell et. aI., 1989)
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The original intent of the model was to evaluate the gross body response to an automotive
vehicle crash acceleration, as illustrated in Figure 5. In this type of scenario, the body(s)
would not be expected to affect the vehicle motion, and so the vehicle motion was
prescribed.
The model considers the body as ~ assembly of ellipsoids considered as individual rigid
bodies. These segments interact with contact planes with a prescribed motion, considered
as vehicles. These contact planes have direct interaction with the body segments through
defined force-deflection functions. The vehicle also interacts with the body segments
through a restraint harness or belt model. The belt is attached to a vehicle, then allowed
to contact the prescribed body segments.
Segment parameters. The body segment mass, moments of inertia, and centers of gravity
are based on experimental research and numerical regression as described by Baughman
(1983). These parameters are available through the use of the Generator of Body
Dimensions (GEBOD) cpmputer program.
Joint characteristics. Joint parameters were found experimentally for the Hybrid III
manikin and are also tabulated by the GEBOD program.
Contact surfaces. Force-deflection functions for the contact surfaces are specific to each
application.
Vehicle motion. The model enables full spatial motion definition of multiple vehicles.
The model also permits prescribed motion of any body segment.
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Wind exposure. The ATB modifications include the application of aerodynamic loading
exposure to any of the body segments. Typical implementation allows for drag to be
induced to the wetted surface area of specified ellipsoids.
2.2.3 Injury Model
An extensive effort by Brinkley (1985) extended the research of Von Gierke (1964) to
validate an injury prediction model based on a second order representation the spring-
mass-damper as shown in Figure 2. This model associates the risk of injury with the
Dynamic Response (DR) at the critical point. The Dynamic Response was computed as a
function oftime for each axis (x, y, z). The value of DR was computed as follows:
ron20(t)
DR(t) = ------------
g
where:
Ott is the acceleration of the dynamic response model mass relative to
the critical point
0t is the relative velocity of the model mass
o(t) is the relative displacement of the model mass
l; is the damping coefficient ratio
ron is the natural frequency of the model
ac is the acceleration at the critical point as determined by the seat
simulation model
g is the acceleration due to gravity
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Table I lists the parameters used for this analysis, based on the best information available
at the time of analysis. These values were derived from experimental methods of male
subjects (Brinkley, et aI, 1989). The low risk corresponds to 0.5% injury, the medium
risk level corresponds to 5% major injury rate, and the high risk level corresponds to 50%
injury level.
Table I: Body natural frequency, damping ratio, and DR limits (Brinkley, et. al. 1989)
Parameter Risk x y z
DRx>O DRx<O DRy>O DRy<O DRz>O DRz<O
DR Limit low 35 28 14 14 15.2 13.4
DR Limit medium 40 35 17 17 18 16.5
DR Limit high 46 46 22 22 22.8 20.4
ron (racils) 63 63 52.9
C;, .1 .1 .224
2.2.4 Spinal Models
Orne and Liu (1971) established an initial spinal model with an emphasis on the head and
neck complex. This model accounted for the mid-saggital response of the spine,
considering the axial, shear, and bending deformations of the disks, specific vertebrae
geometry, and eccentric loading of the head and thorax.
Belytschko et. al. (1976) and Privitzer and Belytschko (1980) also developed an extensive
head and neck model, known as the Head-Spine Model (HSM). The HSM is a discrete
element model of the head and spine structure, taking into account the full three-
dimensional problem. The model computes the detailed interaction at each vertebrae, and
spinal ligaments, articular facets, musculature of the spine, and viscera-abdominal wall.
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3. APPROACH
The approach taken was to link the both the ACCESS and ATB models together, fonning
one executable code, referred to as the seat and body model. The ejection seat was
implemented as the primary ATB vehicle, with attached contact planes defining the seat
back, seat bottom, and headrest. At each time step, the ACCESS model defined the seat
motion, and the ATB model provided updated body segment positions. Additional
subroutines were written to transfer values between the programs which included
computing the system center of gravity, moments of inertia, and derivatives of these
parameters.
3.1 Seat and Body Model Formulation
The model fonnulation required additional source code to be developed and existing
schemes to be modified, enabling the dynamic mass properties.
3.1.1 Coordinate System Definitions
The ACCESS model and ATB model defined the respective coordinate systems
differently. The earth axes were rotated by 180 degrees about the forward axis. The
ACCESS seat coordinate system was typically defined along the main seat structure,
while the ATB vehicle (ejection seat) coordinate system was initially aligned with the
ATB inertial coordinate system. Further, the ACCESS model utilized units of feet, while
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the ATB model utilized units of inches. The following shows the derivation for the
transformation of coordinate systems between the models.
{x}
{x~
[dcmse]
unit vector with respect to the earth fixed (inertial) coordinate
system of the ACCESS model
unit vector with respect to the seat coordinate system of the
ACCESS model
direction cosine matrix relating the inertial coordinate system to
the local coordinate system
such that for a position vector {u} within {x},
{u~ = [dcmse]{u}
x '3
local seat
coordinate
sys tem (SCS)
X 3 up
~~------~earth fixed coordinate
system (EFCS)
units: feet X 2
Figure 6: ACCESS model coordinate system definitions
{y} unit vector with respect to the earth fixed (inertial) coordinate
system of the ATB model
{y'} unit vector with respect to the local vehicle (seat) coordinate
system of the ATB model
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'--
[D] direction cosine matrix relating the inertial coordinate system to
the local coordinate system
such that for a position vector {v} within {y},
{v'j = [D]{v}
- -
.(y ,
/ 2
~ehicle (seat)
I local coordinate system
fo
units: inches
ATB inertial
coordinate system
Let
[a]
[~]
Figure 7: ATB model coordinate system definition
direction cosine matrix between the earth fixed coordinate system
of the ACCESS model and the inertial coordinate system of the
ATB model
direction cosine matrix between the local seat coordinate system of
the ACCESS model and the local vehicle coordinate system of the
ATB model
{u} =[a](v) .
{v} =[a] {u} (1 ft / 12 in.)
{v'j = [~]ft'j (1 ft / 12 in.)
{u'j = [~] {v'j (12 in / 1 ft)
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T{u~ = [~] [Dj{v} (12 in / 1fl)
T T{u~ = [~] [D][a] {u}
and for a pitch plane variation between the ATB seat coordinate system and the
ACCESS local coordinate system,
[~] = [pI = [001 ~1 ~ ][ca~e
o -1 sine
~ -s~e]=[ca~e
o case -sine
~1 -S~ne],
o -case
where eis the pitch angle from the ATB local vehicle x-axis to the ACCESS seat
X-axIS.
Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 7, the direction cosine matrices of the ACCESS
program and the ATB program relate as follows:
[dcmse] = [~][D][a]
The [a] and [~] matrices remained constant throughout the simulation, while obviously,
[dcmse] and [D] varied as the seat rotates relative to the earth.
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x '3
Figure 8: ACCESS and ATB local coordinate systems
.3.1.2 Theory of Motion Applied to the Seat and Body System
The derivation of the equations of motion as well as the moment of inertia calculations
were based on the text by Greenwood (1988). The following derivation considered the
motion of a coordinate system rigidly attached to the ejection seat structure. The control
volume, however, encompassed the seat and all body segments, referred to as the seat and
body system. In this way, contact between the seat and any body segments induced
internal forces and torques. The effects of these contacts were reflected not as applied
external forces and torques, but as relative motion of the center of gravity and changes in
the system inertial properties.
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3.1.2.1 Linear motion
The body motion caused relative displacement between the seat structure and the center
of gravity of the seat and body system. For the coordinate systems described in Figure 9,
equation (1) represents the acceleration of the center of gravity:
Figure 9: Linear acceleration dynamics
a = R + 0:> x P + 0:> x (0:> x p) + Pr + 20:> x Pr
where,
.. ..
(1)
a
••
R
0:>
0:>
P
acceleration of the point, P, with respect to the fixed coordinate
system
acceleration of the moving coordinate system
angular v,elocity of the moving coordinate system
angular acceleration of the moving coordinate system
vector from point P to the origin of the moving coordinate system
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relative velocity between the moving coordinate system and point
p
••
relative acceleration between the moving coordinate system and
the point P
Considering the point P as the center of gravity and moving coordinate system parallel to
the seat coordinate system (SCS) with an origin at the instantaneous center of gravity,
then the value of P = O. The following simplification of equation (1) was obtained:
a
•• ••
R + Pr + 2co x Pr (2)
Applying Newton's second law,
l:F = m * a (3)
where,
l:F
m
sum of the forces external to the control volume, or seat and body
system
mass of the seat and body system
By combining equations (2) and (3),
•• ••
l:F = m [R + Pr + 2 co x PrJ
••
solving for R,
•• ..R = l:F/m - [Pr + 2 co x PrJ (4)
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3.1.2.2 Angular motion
Newton's second law applied to angular motion was represented by the time derivative of
angular momentum as shown in equation (5).
•
H=I.ro +I.ro
(5)
where,
~Mcg
H
H
I
I
sum of the moments acting on the seat and body system about the
center of gravity
angular momentum of the seat and body system
time derivative of the angular momentum of the seat and body
system
angular velocity of the moving coordinate system (the seat
structure)
moment of inertia tensor
time derivative of the moment of inertia tensor
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Using dyadic notation where e represents orthogonal unit vectors,
o
I II (! ijeie j + [ijeie j + [ijeie j )
i j
e i = co x e i
e j - e j x co
II [ ijeie j =
i j
o 0 0
= I xxii + I xyij + I xzik +
o 0 0
+ [~i + [wii + [yJk +
o 0 0
+ [zxki + [zykj + [zzkk
d
= [-[ .. ]
dt ~J
I = ([~[ .. ] + co x I - I x co)
dt ~J
Since co 0 co = 0
I • co = d( [-I .. ] + m x I) 0 codt ~J
H
o
m
d
= I.m + co x I.co + [-[ .. ].mdt ~J
dr 1. (L Meg - CO x 10m - [-[ .. ] 0CO )dt ~J (6)
Equation (6) represents the rigid body rotation with the addition of the dynamic aspects
of the moments of inertia.
3.1.2.3 Numeric Integration
00 0
The vectors R and m define the motion of the seat coordinate system (SCS), considered
as rigidly attached to the seat structure. Equations (4) and (6) describe equations of
motion of the entire seat and body system, including all individual body segments. The
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•• •
ACCESS model integrates the system of equations established by Rand ro in order to
resolve the seat linear and angular velocities and displacement. The original formulation
incorporated only rigid body dynamics. Therefore, the ACCESS code was modified to
incorporate the effects of a changing center of gravity and moments of inertia. These
. •.. d
effects are the terms involving p , p ,and [- I iJ'] of equations (4) and (6). For the
r r dt
first phase of ejection, the ACCESS model incorporated Newmark's Method (Bathe and
Wilson, 1976; Yeiser and Oslon, 1992) for the rail structural dynamics. Then, at rail
separation, the model transitioned to Runge-Kutta for four time steps, then used the
predictor-corrector throughout the free-stream dynamics (Burden and Faires, 1988;
yeiser and Oslon, 1992).
.. .
At each time step, the values calculated for R and ro serve as the basic driving function,
defining the seat contact plane motion, for the ATB model. Based on the motion of these
contact planes, the ATB J;I1odel resolves a very large system of equations which includes
the rigid body dynamics of each body segment as shown in the set of equations described
by (7).
(7)
...
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where, k = the number of body segments. The ATB input was such that the model
considered the seat contact panels as an additional segment, or vehicle, with prescribed
motion.
3.1.2.4 Computation ofthe system center ofgravity and moments ofinertia
Body segment and seat moments of inertia were translated and rotated to the system
center of gravity. The relations are as follows:
Center of Gravity
Translation of Moments of Inertia - Parallel Axis Theorem:
Figure 10: Vectors defining the translation of body segment moments of inertia
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r n = Pn P
r n = xni +yJ + znk
(l'x)n - 2 2(I 'xJn + (m (y +z))n
(l'wJn - 2 2= (I 'yyJn + (m (x +z) In
(I'zzJn - 2 2= (I 'zzJn + (m (x +y) In
(l~n = (I 'xyJn - (m xyJn
(l'xzJn (I 'xzJn - (m xzJn
(l~zJn = (I 'yzJn - (m yzJn
where,
n
Pn
P
number of body segments plus the seat
position vector of the center of gravity of each body segment and
the seat
position vector of the center of gravity the seat and body system
position vector from the system center of gravity to each body
segment and the seat
component of the moment of inertia tensor of the body segment
about the local segment coordinate system
component of the moment of inertia tensor of the body segment
about the system center of gravity
since ,2 = i +/ + i, the parallel axis theorem applied to each body segment
can be summarized by the following:
(8)
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In order to add the individual moments of inertia of each body segment, the moments of
inertia must be rotated to a common coordinate system.
Rotation of Moments of Inertia:
For the rotated coordinate system defined by the following direction cosine matrix:
then,
[IJ n = [dcmJ n [I'J n [dcmJ/
where
{a' }
{a}
[dcmJ n
[I' Jn
position vector for a point with respect to the body segment
coordinate system
position vector for that point with respect to the rotated coordinate
system (the seat)
direction cosine matrix relating the rotation of the coordinate
systems
moment of inertia tensor of each body segment and the seat, about
the system center of gravity
moment of inertia tensor of each body segment and the seat, about
the system center of gravity, and rotated into the seat coordinate
system
And so the total system moment of inertia was obtained by simply adding each element
of the moment of inertia tensor as follows:
I =
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Table II: Example body segment weights and locations, with respect to the ATB earth
coordinate system
segment weight x y z
(lbs) (in) (in) (in)
srp 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
LT 22.470 3.330 0.000 -4.039
CT 7.540 1.748 0.000 -8.909
UT 33.150 -0.007 0.000 -15.949
N 2.480 -1. 407 0.000 -24.681
H 13.630 -1. 204 0.007 -30.053
RUL 13.670 11. 097 3.150 -4.234
RLL 6.440 20.343 3.150 1. 567
RF 1.480 23.963 3.150 10.812
LUL 13.670 11. 097 -3.150 -4.234
LLL 6.440 20.343 -3.150 1. 567
LF 1.480 23.963 -3.150 10.812
RUA 3.550 1.513 5.940 -15.942
RLA 4.170 10.160 3.701 -7.840
LUA 3.550 1.513 -5.940 -15.942
LLA 4.170 10.160 -3.701 -7.840
area 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
VEH 255.593 0.662 0.000 -7.748
Total 393.485 2.462 0.000 -8.590
Table III: Example moment of inertia calculations, with respect to the ATB earth
coordinate system
seg lxx lyy lzz lxy lyz lxz
(lb f s 2in) (lb f s 2in) (lb f s 2in) (lb f s 2in) (lb f s 2in) (lb f s 2in)
srp -----------------------------------------------------------
LT 0.805 0.484 0.803 0.000 0.000. -0.001
CT 0.165 0.086 0.213 0.000 0.000 0.017
UT 1. 569 1.287 1. 035 0.000 0.000 -0.130
N 0.017 0.018 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000
H 0.331 0.357 0.266 0.000 0.000 -0.003
RUL 0.109 0.905 0.902 0.000 0.000 0.042
RLL 0.256 0.258 0.032 0.000 0.000 -0.020
RF 0.004 0.024 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.004
LUL 0.109 0.905 0.902 0.000 0.000 0.042
LLL 0.256 0.258 0.032 0.000 0.000 -0.020
LF 0.004 0.024 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.004
RUA 0.072 0.092 0.032 0.000 0.000 -0.035
RLA 0.074 0.180 0.150 0.045 0.027 -0.075
LUA 0.072 0.092 0.032 0.000 0.000 -0.035
LLA 0.074 0.180 0.150 -0.045 -0.027 -0.075
area ----------------------------------------------------------
VEH(seat)139.809 196.536 105.687 0.000 0.000 -66.312
Total 178.711 258.697 136.435 0.001 0.005 -82.739
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Table IV: Body Segment Definitions
Designation Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
srp
LT
CT
UT
N
H
RUL
RLL
RF
LUL
LLL
LF
RUA
RLA
LUA
LLA
area
VEH
Seat Reference Point
Lower Torso
Center Torso
Upper Torso
Neck
Head
Right Upper Leg
Right Lower Leg
Right Foot
Left Upper Leg
Left Lower Leg
Left Foot
Right Upper Arm
Right Lower Arm
Left Upper Arm
Left Lower Arm
Frontal Area
Vehicle (Seat)
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3.1.3 Application
In summary, models were combined by modifying the ACCESS model to derive the seat
motion via the system of equations (4) and (6).
00 seat =
d[-1 .. ].00)dt J.)
.. ..
R seat 2:F1m - [Pr + 200 x PrJ
This seat motion was transformed to the define contact panel motion for the ATB model.
Then, the ATB model derived the motion of each segment through the system of
equations defined by:
where k is the number of body segments.
3.1.3.1 Linking a/the ACCESS and ATB Models
The ACCESS model consists of about 10,600 lines of FORTRAN code, while the ATB
model consists of about 18,800 lines of FORTRAN code. It was fairly straight forward to
compile the two models together. Figure 8 shows the basic flow of control of the
resulting model. The LaheyTM F77L EM/32 version 5.20 compiler was used with all sub
routines from ATB version -IV.2 and ACCESS version 3.30.
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1
Begin Simulation
•
2 3
Initiate the ACCESS Model Initiate the ATB Model
eRead Input Files . eRead Input Files
eAssign Variables eAssign Variables
6
•
4 Output Seat
. Motion FileACCESS Integration Loop
eApply forces and torques to 5
the seat a ex. ATB Integration Loop
eIntegrate a and ex. ofseat eApply forces and torques
t to each body segment8 eIntegrate a and ex. ofeachIIncrement time step I body segment and seat
7
Compute and Update Test for
system C.g, moments of - no yes .. f End Simulationend timeinertia, and derivatives
Figure 11: Flow Diagram for the Seat and Body Model
The output shown in block 6 ofFigure 11 enabled the user to run the ATB program as
stand-alone after first completing the seat and body model. This was enabled by first
executing the entire seat and body model, then executing the ATB model using block 6 as
part of the input file definition. The ATB model was represented as blocks 3 and 5 in
Figure 11.
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3.1.3.2 Software Modifications
All subroutines for ACCESS and ATB were incorporated into the final model. As part of
the integration time step in the ACCESS routine, the seat motion was transformed to the
ATB model, an ATB loop was executed, then the ACCESS center of gravity and
moments of inertia were updated. Also during the ACCESS iteration, the terms
••• d
involving P
r
, P , and [-1 iJ'] were applied as external forces and moments to the seat
r dt
and body system. During the ATB iteration loop, seat motion was obtained by updating
the current acceleration level (linear and angular) of the seat. Table V lists the
subroutines written for this effort.
Table V: Seat and Body Model FORTRAN Subroutines
Subroutine Called by Description
ATBEND ACCESS main . End portion of the ATB main program
ATBINIT ACCESS main Initial portion of the ATB main program.
ATBLOOP ACCESS main Iteration loop portion of the main ATB
program
Defdcd Inertia Defines a double precision direction
cosine matrix, based on yaw-pitch-roll
order of rotation
fmcg ACCEL (integrator Adds forces and moments induced by the
of the ACCESS system e.g. motion and moment of inertia
program) time derivative
inertia ATBLOOP Calculates the moment of inertia and e.g.
location of the seat and body
updcg Inertia Updates all positions of the ACCESS
program depending upon the e.g. location
vehacc ATBLOOP Updates the primary vehicle (seat)
motion of the ATB program, by updating
the VATAB input parameter, then calling
VEHPOS subroutine of ATB. A single
line input is used, initially at rest.
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3.1.3.3 Input File Specifics
There were no format changes implemented for the ACCESS input set of files or the
ATB input file. The ATB input file was required to be setup in a specific way, however.
The seat motion parameters must conform to six degree of freedom acceleration input
(option 3). The vehicle motion contained the values at time zero with all six degrees of
freedom set to zero. Also, the origin of the primary vehicle was set to the seat reference
point (srp), defined as the intersection of the back tangent line and the thigh tangent line.
3.1.4 Alternate Approach
An alternate approach would be to incorpqrate the seat alone as any other body segment
such that the full system dynamics would only consider the system of rigid bodies
summarized by the following set of equations.
(9)
where, n = the number of body segments Iili!s. the seat
This approach would utilize the ATB integrator alone, and the ACCESS model would
simply catalog the forces and moments applied to the seat segment. This formulation
would allow for the incorporation of spinning motion of each body segment about its own
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axis to be included in the angular momentum calculation. The formulation also
eliminates any time lag between the ACCESS integration and the ATB integration.
However, as illustrated by Figure 3, the aerodynamic loading acts primarily through the
individual body segments. Equations (9) require detailed tracking of the forces and
torques each body segment and the seat. These contacts would directly affect the seat
motion and trajectory since the contact forces would no longer be considered as internal
forces for the seat dynamics. Data for the surface pressure of each body segment was not
available, and so this approach was not implemented.
One could conceive of utilizing computational fluid dynamics to compute the surface
pressure of each body segment, then incorporate the surface pressure as applied forces
and moments of each segment. Habchi et. al. (1994) validated a CFD model for an
ejection seat and occupant shape. However, when considering body motion, the surface
pressure of each body segment is constantly changing. The application of CFD to this
dynamic shape is considered beyond the scope of this effort.
3.2 Validation
The validation consisted of determining a valid time step for each increment of the
simulation, confirming logic within the computer software model itself, and also
demonstrating that the input parameters produced results consistent with empirical data.
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3.2.1 Model Validation
The model validation consisted of two areas of concern. The first area of concern was the
integration time step. This was evaluated by considering the difference ofthe simulation
results for variations of the size of the input time step. The second area of concern was
ensuring that the software changes did not adversely affect the existing model,
particularly the ATB model. This was evaluated by relating the relative difference
between the results obtained by the seat and body model to those obtained by the original
ATB model.
3.2.1.1 Input time step variation
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the variation incurred due to changes in the input time step.
The results show that the difference in results is less that 7% for simulations of 0.5 msec
time step and 0.2 msec time step, considering the angular acceleration of the seat. This
amount ofvariation was considered acceptable, and so the results in the remainder of the
analysis utilize a consistent 0.5 msec time step.
3.2.1.2 Comparison to the ATB model
The ATB model can be run independently, after an initial run defines the ejection seat
motion, shown in block 6 of Figure 11. This was done in order to validate the output
results, and is shown in the resultant acceleration plots of the pelvis, thorax, and head in
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Figures 40, 42, 44, 71, 73, and 75. The ATB model limits the acceleration input to 501
time points, and so the independent ATB runs utilize acceleration input at only every 2
msec. The ATB model interpolated the intermediate values. The seat and body model
simulations updated the single acceleration input state at every time step, or 0.5 msec.
Because of this difference in the update frequency of the seat acceleration, one would
expect some difference in the output. Nonetheless, the results between the seat and body
model and the ATB model compare favorably, since the peak values were less than 1%
for the pelvis (Figures 40 and 71), 1% to 5% for the thorax (Figures 42 and 73), and 2%
to 7% for the head (Figures 44 and 75). This correlation was considered acceptable due
to some inherent differences in the applied motion of the seat, as described above.
3.2.2 Input Parameter Validation
The input parameters for both the ACCESS and ATB models were validated for the
response, by showing the difference from the simulation results to test data.
3.2.2.1 Trajectory Model
The ACCESS model had been validated by Nichols et. al. (1996) for all Navy seat
systems at speeds through 600 keas. Figure 14 shows an example of the model results
compared to three ejection seat tests at 600 keas. Note that even at the same nominal
conditions, a wide variation in results is typical of test data. In the case shown, the test
data indicate peak Z acceleration (along the seat rails) was as high as 30g, but as low as
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14g. This variation is due to differences in the seat orientation to the windstream during
the ejection sequence. The computer model represented the basic acceleration profile,
with a peak Z acceleration of 22g.
3.2.2.2 Body Model
The body was considered with only a helmeted head, without other gear, seated in an
appropriate ejection position. The GEBOD program provided the basic physical
description of the 135 lb male occupant, with the joint parameters representative of the
Hybrid III manikin. The neck segment length was modified to more accurately represent
the physical length of the small male Hybrid III type manikin. Head and neck joint
parameters as reported by Spittle et. al. (1992) were used.
The ejection tower facility is used extensively at NAWC for dynamic evaluation of the
initial catapult phase of ejection. Data of the small male manikin in an ejection seat were
utilized for validation of the model. The seat acceleration as shown in Figure 15 was
used to prescribe the motion of the ATB vehicle, consisting of the seat contact surfaces.
Figures 16 through 21 show the body segment response as tested, as well as the
corresponding model results. The model results show reasonable agreement with the test
data, typically'within 3% to 11 % as discussed below.
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The peak Z acceleration levels obtained by simulation for the pelvis, thorax, and head
were within 3% to 7% of the empirical data, as shown in Figures 17, 19, and 21
respectively. The X acceleration of the pelvis and thorax was typically within 19 to 2g of
the empirical data, which is within 11 % of the total acceleration, as shown in Figures 16
and 18. A notable exception occurred at 180 msec characterized by a distinct pulse in the
test data. The model did not fully represent phase and magnitude of this interaction,
however the difference in peak value between the test data and the simulation data was
less than 2g. This phenomenon could be due to a shift or slip of the restraint system,
which would not be predicted by the simulation model. The peak head X acceleration
level obtained by simulation was within 5% of the empirical data as shown in Figure 20,
with an exception that occurs after 250 msec is due to manikin head impact with the head
rest. This motion is typically an artifact of the ejection tower testing, where the flexible
manikin neck segment restored energy into rebounding the motion, resulting in a high
impact acceleration of the head segment.
Ashrafiuon et. al. (1995) demonstrated that the incorporation of a flexible neck segment
into the ATB formulation produces better agreement to experimental data for use with the
Hybrid III manikin. Ashrafiuon also demonstrated reasonable simulation of human
subject response. This source code modification was not yet available for general use,
however.
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Figure 12: Time step variation, sho\Ving the seat Y angular acceleration
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Figure 13: Time step variation, showing the seat Z angular acceleration
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Figure 14: ACCESS model input validation for the 135 lb occupant (Nichols, 1996)
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Figure 15: Seat catapult linear acceleration, with respect to the seat ejection angle.
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Figure 16: Pelvis X linear acceleration with respect to the pelvis coordinate system,
response to ejection tower acceleration.
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Figure 17: Pelvis Z linear acceleration with respect to the pelvis coordinate system,
response to ejection tower acceleration.
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Figure 19: Thorax Z linear acceleration with respect to the thorax coordinate system,
response to ejection tower acceleration.
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Figure 21: Head Z linear acceleration, with respect to the head coordinate system,
response to ejection tower acceleration.
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4. RESULTS
The input file validation described in section 3.2.2.2 considered manikin response in the
x-z (forward-vertical) plane. There is limited data available for full ejection testing of the
Hybrid III manikin, to validate the lateral response of the model. Therefore, the upper
torso of the model was constrained from lateral motion relative to the seat with a stiff
spring-damper acting in the lateral direction. Specific testing is required to compile the
representative lateral stiffness and damping parameters.
In order to 'exercise the model, a 1351b occupant was used, with an initial aircraft speed
of 475 keas. The results, shown in Figures 22 through 85, represent the simulated
response for a manikin with restrained and unrestrained arms. Ejection tests are
conducted with arms tied to the ejection handle, simulating the grip of the ejecting crew
member. However, multi-place crew stations may induce ejection without an individual's
awareness, or complete readiness. Thus, the condition with unrestrained arms was quite
realistic. Leg restraint is always used on operational Navy systems, and was represented
in the simulation model by a spring-damper constraint to each leg.
Aerodynamic drag was applied to the upper torso, upper arms, lower arms, and head,
segments for the simulations allowing unrestrained arms; while drag was limited to the
head segment of the simulation with restrained arms. The drag function was based on the
seat velocity.
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Figures 22 and 53 show the body motion throughout the one second simulation. Table VI
shows the time of events corresponding to the phases of ejection, as reported by the
ACCESS subroutines.
TIME
0.0000
0.0000
0.0010
0.0590
0.1255
0.1465
0.1465
0.1465
0.1465
0.1465
0.1650
0.1650
0.1655
0.1663
0.1830
0.1830
0.1960
0.2380
0.4125
0.4125
0.4125
0.4125
0.5250
1. 0000
Table VI: Time events of the simulation
DESCRIPTION
SIMULATION START
CATAPULT 1 IGNITION
SEAT FIRST MOTION (MOTION >1.E-3 IN +Z(RCS))
4 SLIDER BLOCKS REMAINING
2 SLIDER BLOCKS REMAINING
ROCKET 1 IGNITION
ROCKET 2 IGNITION
ROCKET 3 IGNITION
ROCKET 4 IGNITION
ROCKET 5 IGNITION
RAIL SEPARATION
SEPARATION FROM AIRCRAFT
CATAPULT 1 BURNOUT
AERODYNAMIC PROXIMITY EFFECTS DISCONTINUED
INITIALIZING DROGUE PARACHUTE
TIME FOR LINE STRETCH: 0.055 SEC.
TIME FOR FILL: 0.287 SEC.
ROCKET 5 BURNOUT
DROGUE HAS ACHIEVED LINE STRETCH
ROCKET 1 BURNOUT
ROCKET 2 BURNOUT
ROCKET 3 BURNOUT
ROCKET 4 BURNOUT
DROGUE CHUTE FULL INFLATION
SIMULATION COMPLETE
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4.1 Seat Trajectory
4.1.1 Seat Motion
Figures 23-26, 29-32, 54-57, and 60-63 show the seat acceleration which provided the
prescribed seat motion at each time step for the calculation of body dynamics. Each
,figure shows the seat and body simulation results along with rigid body simulation
results. The rigid body results were obtained by using'the ACCESS model alone, with
constant mass properties (those at time zero). The case of restrained arms closely
resembled the rigid body dynamics; while the case allowing the limbs to flail, combined
with increased aerodynamic loading of the torso and limbs, produced extensive
oscillations, particularly in the for-aft direction. This is illustrated by considering the X
acceleration, shown in Figures 23 and 54, where for the case of restrairied arms, the
oscillation was typically +/- 2g (11 % of the peak X acceleration), while for the case with
unrestrained arms the oscillation was typically +/- 7g (38% of the peak X acceleration).
Figures 37, 38, 68, and 69 show only a minimal effect on the seat trajectory with respect
to the earth for both cases. The seat location was within 1 foot for the case with
restrained arms, and within 2 feet for the case with unrestrained arms. Remembering that
the system aerodynamic loading is implemented only through the system coefficient
tables, this result is not surprising. Also, Figures 84 and 85 show that the seat orientation
to the windstream remains consistent for both runs through the rocket propulsion phase.
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Note that the peak acceleration occurs at the time of drogue inflation, from t = 0.24 to
0.53 seconds, as indicated in Table VI.
4.1.2 Dynamic Center of Gravity
The dynamic center of gravity is defined as ihotion of the center of gravity relative to the
seat structure, or seat coordinate system, during the course of the simulation. For this
study, the dynamic center of gravity was due to body motion. Other causes could include
the burning of propellant or the deployment of seat components (such as stabilization
parachutes). The incorporation of the dynamic center of gravity requires the addition of
the coriolis component, relative acceleration, and torques induced to the seat motion.
4.1.2.1 Coriolis acceleration
Figures 27 and 58 show the effects of the coriolis component of acceleration. The results
show that this value stays within +/- 1 g for both cases. The coriolis component was
shown to be relatively insignificant (4% to 5%) when compared to the total or resultant
acceleration of21.7g for restrained arms and 22.3g for unrestrained arms, shown in
Figures 26 and 57.
4.1.2.2 Relative acceleration and displacement
Figures 28 and 59 show the more significant effects of the relative acceleration of the
system center of gravity relative to the seat structure, of up to +/- 6g. This is 26% to 27%
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ofthe peak values for the total or resultant acceleration of the seat structure. The case
with unrestrained anns showed a greater frequency of oscillations. These oscillations
correspond to thorax motion, and also head impact with the head rest.
Figures 35,36,66, and 67 show the displacement of the center ofgravity throughout the
simulation. The seat and body system center ofgravity stayed within +/- 1 inch in each of
the orthogonal directions. This range ofmotion was not quantifiable prior to the
development of this method. This represents a significant increase in capability; however,
no other data was available for comparison.
4.1.3 Dynamic Moments of Inertia
Figures 33 and 64 show the variation of moments of inertia of the system. For the case of
restrained anns, the variation is minimal, less than 5%. However, the moments of inertia
vary up to 10% for the case with unrestrained anns. As with the motion ofthe center of
gravity, the variation ofthe inertial properties was not quantifiable prior to the
development ofthis method.
More significantly, the time derivative of the moments of inertia induced relatively high
resultant torque for the case ofunrestrained limbs of387 ft-Ibs, on the seat structure at
time of 0.43 seconds. By comparison, the torque induced due to aerodynamic loading was
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422 ft-lbs. incurred at the same time, t =0.43 seconds. And so for this point in time, the
torque induced by the time derivative of the moments of inertia was on the same order of
magnitude as the aerodynamic loading. These results for the induced torque of each axis
is shown in Figure 34 for the case with restrained limbs, and Figure 65 for the case of
unrestrained limbs.
4.2 Body Dynamics
The results of the seat and body model are of sufficient fidelity to utilize body segment
injury criteria, as discussed in section 2.L2.
4.2.1 Total Acceleration Levels
Body segment acceleration levels are shown in Figures 39-44, and 70-75. For the pelvis,
thorax, and head body segments, the indicated figures show the acceleration response in
each orthogonal direction, as well as the vector sum, or resultant acceleration. As
discussed in section 3.2.1.2, the results indicate a correlation of the seat and body model
results to the ATB model results, computed after determination of the seat acceleration
profile.
These results also illustrate the level of fidelity obtained through the simulation. From
this data, it is possible to determine peak acceleration and the time duration of the peak
acceleration in order to coordinate the simulation results to injury potential. The most
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noteworthy effects shown in this data was the oscillation induced to the thorax segment
by allowing unrestrained arms. Considering the differences in Figures 41 and 72, the
thorax X acceleration differs by as much as 34g with the peak amplitude differing by 16g,
which represents a 52% increase.
4.2.2 Head and Neck Loading
Significant head and neck loading is shown in Figures 45-52, and 76 -83. The peak loads
occur when the head impacts the seat head rest. These figures show the forces and toques
induce at the head and neck pivot point, or the occipital condyles (OC). Considering
Figures 45 and 76, the tension loading at the OC is a primary concern. For the case with
restrained arms, the loading was 494 lbs, and for the case with unrestrained arms, the
peak load was 760 lbs, representing an increase of266 lbs, or an increase of 54%.
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(a) 0 msec
(b) 100 msec
(c) 200 msec
(d) 300 msec
(e) 400 msec
Figure 22: Body with respect to the seat, 475 keas, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms
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(f) 500 msec
(g) 600 msec
(h) 700 msec
(i) 800 msec
..... '
G) 900 msec
Figure 22 (cont'd): Body with respect to the seat, 475 keas, 135 lb occupant, restrained
arms
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Figure 23:
---- seat and body model
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Seat X linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system, positive
forward, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 24: Seat Y linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system, positive
left, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 25:
---- seat and body model
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Seat Z·linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system, positive
up, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms. .
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Figure 26: Seat resultant linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system,
475 keas ejection, 135lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 27: Coriolis acceleration of the system center of gravity, relative to the seat
coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, 135lb occupant, restrained anns.
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Figure 28: Acceleration of the system center of gravity relative to the seat structure, with
respect to the seat coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 29: Seat X angular acceleration, relative to the seat coordinate system, positive roll
right, 475 keas ejection. 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 30: Seat Y angular acceleration, relative to the seat coordinate system, positive
pitch down, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 31: Seat Z angular acceleration, relative to the seat coordinate system. positive
yaw left, 475 keas ejection. 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 32: Seat resultant angular acceleration, 475 keas ejection, 135lb occupant,
restrained arms.
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Figure 33: Moments of inertia, normalized to the moment of inertia at time zero, with
respect to the seat coordinate system, 475 keas ejection. 135 Ib occupant, restrained arms:
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Figure 34: Torque induced by the time derivative of the moment of inertia, 475 keas
ejection, 135 Ib occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 35: Center of gravity displacement from the initial position, relative to the seat
coordinate system, three dimensional view, 475 keas ejection, 13F5 Ib occupant,
restrained arms.
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Figure 36: Center of gravity displacement from the initial position, with respect to the
seat coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 38: Seat trajectory, with respect to the earth, front view, 475 keas ejection, 1351b
occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 39: Pelvis linear acceleration, with respect to the pelvis segment, 475 keas
ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 40: Pelvis resultant linear acceleration, showing the seat and body model
compared with ATB model results, using seat motion derived from the seat and body
model, 475 keas ejection, 135lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 41: Thorax linear acceleration, with respect to the thorax segment, 475 keas
ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 42: Thorax resultant linear acceleration, comparing the seat and body model
results with ATB model results, using seat motion derived from the seat and body model,
475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 44: Head resultant linear acceleration, comparing the seat and body model results
with ATB model results, using seat motion derived from the seat and body model, 475
keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained arms.
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Head force at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection. 135 lb occupant,
restrained arms.
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Head resultant force at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb
occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 47: Head torque at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant,
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Figure 48: Head resultant torque at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 Ib
occupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 50: Neck resultant force at C7/Tl, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, restrained
arms.
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Figure 51: Neck torque at C7/Tl, 475 keasejection, 135lboccupant, restrained arms.
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Figure 52:
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(e) 400 msec
Figure 53: Body with respect to the seat, 475 keas, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms
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Figure 53 (cont'd): Body with respect to the seat, 475 keas, 135 Ib occupant,
unrestrained arms
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Figure 54: Seat X linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system, positive
.forward, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant unrestrained arms.
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Figure 55: Seat Y linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system, positive
left, 475 keas ejection, 1351b occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 56: Seat Z linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system, positive
up, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 57: Seat resultant linear acceleration, with respect to the seat coordinate system,
475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 58: Coriolis acceleratio.!'LQfthe system center ofgravity, relative to'the seat
coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 59: Acceleration of the system center of gravity relative to the seat structure, with
respect to the seat coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant, unrestrained
arms.
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Figure 60: Seat X angular acceleration, relative to the seat coordinate system, positive
roll right, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 61: Seat Y angular acceleration, relative to the seat coordinate system, positive
pitch down, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestraineCl arms.
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"Figure 62: Seat Z angular acceleration. relative to the seat coordinate system, positive
yaw left, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 63: Seat resultant angular acceleration, 475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant,
unrestrained arms.
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Figure 64: Moments of inertia, normalized to the moment of inertia at time zeto, with -
respect to the seat coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, -135 lb occupant, unrestrained
arms.
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Figure 65: Torque induced by the time derivative of the moment of inertia, 475 keas
ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 66: Center of gravity displacement from the initial position, relative to the seat
coordinate system; three dimensiomil viev.~ 475 keas ejection, 13F5 lb occupant,
unrestrained arms.
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Figure 67: Center of gravity displacement from the initial position, with respect to the
seat coordinate system, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms,
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Figure 71: Pelvis resultant linear acceleration, showing the seat and body model
compared with ATB model results, using seat motion derived from the seat and body
model, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained anns.
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Figure 72: Thorax linear acceleration. with respect to the thorax segment, 475 keas
ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 73: Thorax resultant linear acceleration, comparing the seat and body model
results with ATB model results, using seat motion derived from the seat and body model,
475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 74:"Head acceleration, with respect to the head segment, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb
occupant, unrestrained anns.
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Figure 75: Head resultant linear acceleration, comparing the seat and body model results
with ATB model results, using seat motion derived from the seat and body model, 475
keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 76: Head force at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant,
unrestrained arms.
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Resultant head force at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb
occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 78: Head·torque at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant,
. unrestrained arms.
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Figure 79: Resultant head torque at the occipital condyles, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb
occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 80: Neck force at C7/Tl, 475 keas ejection, 135 lb occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 81: Resultant neck force at C71T1, 475 keas ejection, 135lb occupant, ~
unrestrained arms.
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Figure 82: Neck torque at C7/T1, 475 keas ejection, 135 Ib occupant, unrestrained arms.
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Figure 83: Resultant neck torque at C7/T1, 475 keas ejection, 1351b occupant,
unrestrained arms.
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Figure 84: Trajectory with respect to the aircraft, 100 msec time increments from time
zero, 135 Ib occupant, 475 keas, restrained arms.
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Figure 85: Trajectory with respect to the aircraft, 100 msec time increments from time
zero, 135 Ib occupant, 475 keas, unrestrained arms.
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5. DISCUSSION
The implementation of the seat and body model enabled a new capability for analysis and
evaluation of ejection seat systems. Until now, only two distinct types ofmodels were
available, one for the seat performance, and another for the body response.
The results showed that the body o~cillations and motion relative to the seat increased the
acceleration of the center of gravity. The model enabled quantification of these effects,
where it had been unknown, previously, whether these effects were significant. More
specifically,. it was "unknown whether the body motion would change the seat trajectory 9r
whether these variations would induce some means of injury to the occupant. The
relative acceleration of the body indicated vibration modes affecting the seat, in addition
to the seat rigid body response. The quantification ofthese effects allowed both an
improved evaluation of the seat performance as well as an indication of injury. Indication
of injury includes the peak amplitude and time duration of the peak ofbody segment
acceleration as well as joint forces and torques.
Because of the complexity of the ejection seat and body system, small variations in the
configuration had significant effects on the system response. This phenomenon was
noted during the validation of the input parameters. Variations of seemingly innocuous
factors such as 2 to 3 degrees offset of initial head or neck orientation relative to the
upper torso had a significant effect on the resulting head motion, affecting the mode of
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loading (whether flexion or extension) as well as the acceleration level. Other critical
factors include the system center of gravity, particularly lateral offset, the occupant body
size, and as shown in this report, the body limb restraint.
The model also enabled the ability to evaluate basic variations of fundamental
parameters, for which it is not necessarily practical to test. For example, a trade study of
limb restraint concepts, could include modeling, evaluation, and comparison of
fundamental elements to indicate the "best" potential solution. These fundamental
elements may include the location of the restraint such as the wrist, fore-arm, elbow,
upper arm, a combination, or distributed restraint. And the evaluation parameters could
include the resulting forces and moments induced at the body joint, such as the elbow and
shoulder.
Additionally, for the evaluation of added head mass systems, related parameters such as
center of gravity, mass, and moments of inertia could be varied independently through
simulation. Increases in size, mass, and complexity of air crew head mounted equipment
is an on-going trend, as improved displays, noise attenuation, and communication
equipment become available. These systems become incorporated to the helmet, but all
loading is transferred to the skull and spine at the occipital condyles. In general, the
modes of injury to the head and neck system include excessive acceleration and velocity
as well as excessive joint forces and torques. One may expect that increased mass and
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moments of inertia of the head and helmet system reduces the acceleration and velocity;
while the increased mass properties also increase the resulting forces and moments
applied to the body joints. The body simulation model enabled these related properties
Cmass,moments-of-inertia,and-center-ofgravityj-to be-vaned-independently, and
potentially defining a range of values which minimizes the risk to the air crew.
Previously, this type of analysis would have required the use ejection test data to define
the seat motion, and then, in turn predict the body response. In this case, the analysis of
the body response is limited to the conditions of the ejection test. These ejection tests are
extremely expensive in labor hours, use of an elaborate facility, as well as the expenditure
of hardware. Now that the seat and body model are incorporated together, this type of
analysis may take into account conditions which were not tested. These conditions
include variations in the seat installation, the seat type, the seat system components, the
occupant size and shape, and the occupant initial orientation. The final result is an
______ -- -analytieal method-ofestablislUng design parameters to the helmet system manufacturer,
based on the specific system application.
The method described is directly applicable to other seat trajectory models, including
those used by seat manufacturing companies. These models may incorporate proprietary
trajectory simulation tools and input parameters used internally to the company. The
most time consuming part of the effort was spent applying the theory to the specific
application, particularly in developing the "book keeping" required to transfer data
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between the seat model and the body model. The inherent differences between the seat
and body models included the definition of the coordinate systems, engineering units (i.e.
feet vs. inches), and common subroutine names with differing functions. An example of
theJatter includes the subroutine CROSS, used in both models for the cross product of
two 3x3 matrices, but each model using different variable definitions, which is not
allowed in FORTRAN. Resolution of this problem required modifying the name and
every occurrence within the entire set of subroutines. Similarly, it was a straight-forward
but tedious effort to ensure that data between the files was updated at each time step and
transformed correctly between the seat model and the body model. However, by
following the llPproach as outlined in this document, the body model can be interfaced
with other seat trajectory models.
This includes application of the model approach to crash-worthy seating systems.
Crashworthy seats are typically used in helicopters and other rotary wing aircraft. Upon
vertical crash of these aircraft, the seat reduces the acceleration level applied to the
occupant. This occurs by allowing the seat to displace linearly relative to the airframe,
and absorbing energy by means of applying a controlled force through the distance
traveled or stroke distance. Similar to ejection systems, the body mass properties and
interaction through the seat contact surfaces, have a direct influence on the seat function.
A user of these types of models may benefit by applying the approach described by this
document.
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The fundamental conclusion of the effort is in answer to the research question, in that it
was shown possible to develop an analytical method which incorporated ejection seat
response with occupant response, and also to provide parameters such as body segment
kinetics which enabled an assessment of injury.
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ACCESS
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS
Air Crew Capsule Escape System Simulation model, the model used for
ejection seat dynamics
ATB Articulated Total Body model, the model used for body dynamics
body assembly of body segments, for this study the parameters represent the
Hybrid III type manikin
C7/Tl
catapult
CAD
keas
g
GEBOD
oc
joint between the seventh cervical vertebra and the first thoracic vertebra
ballistic cartridge actuated device which causes the initial boost phase of
ejection, thereby enabling seat separation from the aircraft
cartridge actuated device
knots equivalent air speed
acceleration due to gravity
Generator of Body Dimensions computer program
.occipital condyles, joint between the head and the first cervical vertebra
rail separation point of ejection where the ejection seat slippers (or rollers) separate from
the aircraft rail, and the seat is fully separated from the aircraft
rocket motor propulsion device which enables adequate altitude for recovery of the air
crew under a parachute.
srp
system
seat reference point, the intersection of the seat back tangent line and the
thigh tangent line
control volume comprising the ejection seat, body, and crew flight gear
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APPENDIX A: ACCESS MODEL INPUT PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
Input Validation Report
... INITIAL AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS ...
position
Velocity
Acceleration
x y z
0.00 feet 0.00 feet 100.00 feet
0.00 degrees 0.00 degrees 0.00 degrees
798.00 ft/s 0.00 ft/s 0.00 ft/s
0.00 deg/s 0.00 deg/s 0.00 deg/s
0.00 ft/s A 2 0.00 ft/s A 2 0.00 ft/s A 2
0.00 deg/s A 2 0.00 deg/s A 2 0.00 deg/s A 2
Total Ejected Weight : 390.800 lbs.
COORDINATE CONVENTIONS:
+x= FORWARD +Y= LEFT +Z= UP
+YAW= TURN LEFT +PITCH= NOSE DOWN +ROLL= RIGHT WING DOWN
... GENERAL INPUT ...
Simulation Type :EJECTION SEAT
The simulation will end at 1 sec
Output will occur every 5 steps for stage 1
Output will occur every 5 steps for stage 2
Output will occur every 30 steps for stage 3
The following reports will be created :
Report # 5
Report # 6
Seat/ Occ and Occ Alone Linear Time History
Seat / Occ and Occ Alone Angular Time History
This simulation will begin with time(sec) :
When rail system is not in use, step size(sec)
Weight of Occupant alone(lbs)
0.0000
0.0005
135.000
Initial Moments Of
Seat/Occupant
Seat Alone
Occupant Alone
Inertia lXX,
20.247
4.000
7.330
Iyy,
21. 554
5.000
8.930
Izz
6.011
1. 000
2.650
(slug-ft A 2)
Initial pressure altitude (feet) :
Aerodynamic damping factor :
Reference area of the seat/occupant(ft. A 2)
Aerodynamic reference length (ft) :
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0.00
0.400
6.500
0.000
x y z
position of slo e.g. in SCS
linear (ft) 0.774 0.000 1.484
angular (deg) 0.000 -15.829 0.000
Pos. of Aero ref. pt in SCS
linear (ft) 0.316 0.000 0.900
position of the rail in ACS
linear (ft) 11.800 0.000 1. 960
~ngular (deg) 0.000 -22.000 0.000
position of ref. point in ACS
linear (ft) 0.000 0.000 0.000
· .. FREE STREAM AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS ...
Coefficients referenced to Wind Tunnel coordinate system.
Coefficients are symmetric for +1- sideslip angles.
Coefficients are formulated in body axes.
Coefficient input file: d:\access\aero\aero_sfm.dat
· .. PROXIMITY EFFECTS ...
Maximum height in ACS for proximity effects (ft): 4.000
Coefficients referenced to Wind Tunnel coordinate system.
Coefficients are symmetric for +1- sideslip angles.
Coefficients are formulated in body axes.
Coefficient input file: C:\ACCESS\PROX_sfm.DAT
· .. RAIL INPUT ...
While on rail, step size(sec) :
Critical damping ratio :
Aircraft canopy height(ft.) in ACS from RCS
Ejection seat height(ft.) :
Ejection seat width(ft.) :
Length of the rail(ft.) :
Rail friction coefficient
0.00050
0.350
3.940
3.890
1. 756
3.792
0.095
Number of slider blocks 6
Rail slider block locations
x (feet)
1 0.000
2 0.000
3 0.000
4 0.000
5 0.000
6 0.000
Slider block stiffness constants
Kx = 50000.000 Ky = 50000.000
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y (feet)
0.191
-0.191
0.191
-0.191
0.191
-0.191
Kalphay
z (feet)
0.000
0.000
1. 927
1. 927
3.551
3.551
28647.891
· .. CATAPULT INPUT ...
Number of catapults in system: 1
The system will not consider catapult bending.
For catapult # 1
Catapult start time
Catapult attachment(ft.) in SCS(x,y,z)
***Thrust Table***
0.000
0.000 0.000 3.640
Time (sec.)
0.000
0.001
0.004
0.021
0.034
0.045
0.057
0.074
0.086
0.093
0.104
0.124
0.140
0.157
0.159
0.162
0.164
0.165
Thrust (lbs . )
0.000
980.820
1373 .130
2223.200
3204.010
4184.820
5231.050
5754.170
5492.590
5884.910
5884.910
6408.030
6207.090
5231. 050
3007.850
789.780
196.160
0.000
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· .. THRUSTER ROCKET # 1 OF 5...
Seat travel on rail for ignition (ft.)
Weight of rocket fuel (lbs.) :
Rocket fuel burn time (sec.) :
Delay time for rocket ignition (sec.) :
2.800
0.000
0.266
0.000
Thruster position (ft) and Thrust angles (deg)
0.338 0.637
66.128 104.834
***Thrust Table***
Time(sec.) Thrust(lbs.)
0.000 0.000
0.013 1227.800
0.239 1227.800
0.250 1166.400
0.256 1019.100
0.276 227.100
0.285 61.400
0.298 0.000
... THRUSTER ROCKET # 2 OF 5 ...
0.268
28.615
Seat travel on rail for ignition (ft.)
Weight of rocket fuel (lbs.) :
Rocket fuel burn time (sec.) :
Delay time for rocket ignition (sec.) :
2.800
0.000
0.266
0.000
Thruster position (ft) and Thrust angles (deg)
0.338 0.507
66.128 104.822
***Thrust Table***
Time(sec.) Thrust(lbs.)
0.000 0.000
0.013 1227.800
0.239 1227.800
0.250 1166.400
0.256 1019.100
0.276 227.100
0.285 61.400
0.298 0.000
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0.268
28.615
... THRUSTER ROCKET # 3 OF 5 ...
Seat travel on rail for ignition (ft.)
Weight of rocket fuel (lbs.) :
Rocket fuel burn time (sec.) :
Delay time for rocket ignition (sec.) :
2.800
0.000
0.266
0.000
Thruster position (ft) and Thrust angles (deg)
0.338 -0.507
66.128 75.178
***Thrust Table***
Time(sec.) Thrust(lbs.)
0.000 . 0.000
0.013 1227.800
0.239 1227.800
0.250 1166.400
0.256 1019.100
0.276 227.100
0~285 61.400
0.298 0.000
... THRUSTER ROCKET # 4 OF 5 ...
0.268
28.615
Seat travel on rail for ignition (ft.)
Weigh~ of rocket fuel (lbs.) :
Rocket fuel burn time (sec.) :
Delay time for rocket ignition (sec.) :
2.800
0.000
0.266
0.000
Thruster position (ft) and Thrust angles (deg)
0.338 -0.637
66.128 75.166
***Thrust Table***
0.268
28.615
Time (sec .. )
0.000
0.013
0.239
0.250
0.256
0.276
0.285
0.298
Thrust(lbs.)
0.000
1227.800
1227.800
1166.400
1019.100
227.100
61. 400
0.000
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... THRUSTER ROCKET # 5 OF 5 ...
Seat travel on rail for ignition (ft.)
. Weight of rocket fuel (lbs.) :
Rocket fuel burn time (sec.) :
Delay time for rocket ignition (sec.) :
2.800
0.000
0.050
0.000
Thruster position (ft) and Thrust angles (deg)
1.167 0.689
64.844 140.332
***Thrust Table***
Time(sec.) Thrust(lbs.)
0.000 0.000
0.008 999.800
0.058 999.800
0.069 0.000
... DROGUE PARACHUTE INPUT ...
Weight of drogue subsystem (lbs.)
Time to initiate chute (sec.) :
Distance on rail for deployment (ft.)
Percentage of drogue reefing :
Time drogue reefed after line stretch (sec)
Effective porosity of chute :
Ludtke Parachute Fill Exponent (j) :
Ludtke Parachute Initial Fill Ratio (9)
Geometric Porosity of Chute :
Fully inflated diameter (ft.)
Drag Coefficient of Chute :
-0.159
61. 563
0.000
0.183
5.000
0.000
0.000
0.050
1. 750
0.000
0.000
4.750
0.500
Parachute primary attachments
Chute confluence point in SCS
x(ft. )
-3.140
y(ft. )
0.000
z (ft.)
2.203
***Line Stretch
Vel. (ft/s)
0.000
672.000
795.000
978.000
1033.400
Table***
Time (sec)
0.064
0.060
0.055
0.054
0.050
***Fill Time Table***
Vel. (ft/s) Time (sec)
0.000 0.294
620.000 0.294
785.000 0.287
958.000 0.248
1013.400 0.218
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APPENDIX B: ATB MODEL INPUT PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
AAMRL ARTICULATED TOTAL BODY (ATB) MODEL
DEVELOPED BY CALSPAN CORP., P.O. BOX 400, BUFFALO NY 14225
AND BY J&J TECHNOLOGIES INC., ORCHARD PARK, NY 14127
FOR THE ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
wRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE
UNDER CONTRACTS F33615-75C-5002,-78C-0516 AND -80C-05117
AND FOR THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, UNDER CONTRACTS
FH-11-7592, HS-053-2-485, HS-6-01300 AND HS-6-01410.
PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION: NHTSA REPORT NOS. DOT-HS-801-507
THROUGH 510 (FORMERLY CALSPAN REPORT NO. ZQ-51BO-L-1),
AVAILABLE FROM NTIS (ACCESSION NOS. PB-241692,3,4 AND 5),
APPENDIXES A-J TO THE ABOVE (AVAILABLE FROM CALSPANj,
AND REPORT NOS. AMRL-TR-75-14 (NTIS NO. AD-A014 816),
AFAMRL-TR-80-14 (NTIS NO. AD-A088 029), AND
AFAMRL-TR-83-073 (NTIS NO. AD-B079 184).
THE MOST RECENT DOCUMENTATION IS IN REPORT NOS.
AAMRL-TR-88-007 (NTIS NO. AD-A197 940),
AAMRL-TR-88-009 (NTIS NO. AD-A19B 726),
AAMRL-TR-88-043 (NTIS NO. AD-A203 566).
PROGRAM ATBIV.2, (LATEST REVISION OB/01/90),
EXECUTED ON THE AAMRL/BB SILICON GRAPHICS WORKSTATION,
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO
10 Mar 1996 IRSIN= o IRSOUT= o RSTIME 0.0000 CARDS A
.....
o
450 keas simulation with wind effects on head
UNITL = IN. UNITM = LB. UNITT = SEC. GRAVITY VECTOR = ( 0.0000, 0.0000, 386.08801 G = 386.0880
NDINT = 4 NSTEPS = 2000 DT =0.000500 HO =0.000100 HMAX =0.000500 HMIN =0.000006
NPRT ARRAY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
10 o 50 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 o 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CRASH VICTIM 135 LB MALE 17 SEGMENTS 16 JOINTS
PRINCIPAL MOMENTS OF INERTIA SEGMENT CONTACT ELLIPSOID CARDS B.2
SEGMENT WEIGHT ( LB.-SEC.**2- IN.) SEMIAXES ( IN.) CENTER ( IN.) PRINCIPAL AXES (DEG)
I SYM PLOT ( LB. I X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z .YAW PITCH ROLL
1 srp 0.001 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 LT 1 22.470 0.8054 0.4839 0.8025 4.450 6.402 3.583 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 CT 2 7.540 0.1595 0.0860 0.2182 3.807 5.372 3.692 0.000 0.000 -0.009 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 UT 3 33.150 1. 5988 1.2868 1.0051 5.000 5.892 6.481 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 N r 2.480 0.017 5 0.017 5 0.0132 2.267 2.267 2.919 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.006 H 13.630 0.3310 0.3570 0.2660 4.000 3.009 5.509 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.007 RUL 13.670 0.9046 0.9046 0.1064 2.740 2.740 10.964 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 RLL 7 6.440 0.2581 0.2581 0.0303 2.131 2.131 8.536 0.000 0.000 1.500 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 RF 8 1. 480 0.0252 0.0244 0.0031 1. 500 1. 843 5.123 0.000 0.000 1.316 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 LUL 9 13.670 0.9046 0.9046 0.1064 2.740 2.740 10.964 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 LLL A 6.440 0.2581 0.2581 0.0303 2.131 2.131 8.536 0.000· 0.000 1.500 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 LF B 1. 480 0.0252 0.0244 0.0031 1. 500 1. 843 5.123 0.000 0.000 1.316 0.00 0.00 0.00
13 RUA C 3.550 0.0917 0.0917 0.0115 1. 769 1. 769 6.833 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 RLA 0 4.170 0.1964 0.1964 0.0115 1. 634 1. 634 9.398 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 LUA E 3.550 0.0917 0.0917 0.0115 1. 769 1. 769 6.833 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
16 LLA F 4.170 0.1964 0.1964 0.0115 1. 634 1. 634 9.398 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
17 area 0.001 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.100 7.000 24.000 0.000 0.000 -14.000 0.00 0.00 0.00
CARDS B.3
-
JOINT LOCATION! IN.) - SEG(JNT) LOCATION! IN.} - SEG(J+l) JOINT AXIS(OEG) - SEG(JNT} JOINT AXIS(OEG) -
-
SEG(J+1}
J SYM PLOT JNT PIN X Y Z X Y Z lOl YAW 102 PITCH ID3 ROLL ID4 YAW ID5 PITCH ID6 ROLL
1 dmpr 1 5 0.000 0.000 -5.235 0.000 0.000 0.000 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00
2 P 2 2 0.000 0.000 -3.690 0.000 0.000 1. 430 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00
3 w 3 2 0.000 0.000 -1. 450 0.000 0.000 5.810 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 5.00 1 0.00
4 NP 4 2 0.000 0.000 -7.030 -0.280 0.000 1. 870 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 10.00 1 0.00
5 HP 5 2 -0.280 0.000 -3.430 -0.764 -0.007 1. 924 3 0.00 2 . 0.00 1 0.·00 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00
6 rh 2 2 0.000 3.150 0.220 0.000 0.000 -7.710 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 -74.50 1 0.00
7 rk 7 1 0.000 0.000 8.710 0.000 0.000 -6.280 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 90.00 1 0.00
8 ra 8 -1 0.000 0.000 7.230 2.620 0.000 -2.500 3 0.00 2 90.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 20.00 1 0.00
9 Ih 2 2 0.000 -3.150 0.220 0.000 0.000 -7.710 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 -74.50 1 0.00
10 Ik 10 1 0.000 0.000 8.710 0.000 0.000 -6.280 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 90.00 1 0.00
11 Ia 11 -1 0.000 0.000 7.230 2.620 0.000 -2.500 3 0.00 2 90.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 20.00 1 0.00
12 rs 4 2 0.000 5.940 -4.490 0.000 0.000 -5.060 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 -4.10 1 0.00
13 re 13 2 0.000 0.000 4.990 0.000 0.000 -7.560 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 -70.00 1 0.00
14 Is 4 2 0.000 -5.940 -4, 490 0.000 0.000 -5.060 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 -4.10 1 0.00
15 Ie 15 2 0.000 0.000 4.990 0.000 0.000 -7.560 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 -70.00 1 0.00
16 fxd 1 -1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 0.00 3 0.00 2 0.00 1 o.ao
JOINT TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS
FLEXURAL SPRING CHARACTERISTICS TORSIONAL SPRING CHARACTERISTICS
SPRING COEF. ( IN. LB./DEG**J) ENERGY JOINT SPRING COEF. ( IN. LB./DEG**J) ENERGY JOINT
JOINT LINEAR QUADRATIC CUBIC DISSIPATION STOP LINEAR QUADRATIC CUBIC DISSIPATION STOP
(J=l) (J=2) (J=3) COEL IDEG) IJ=l) (J=2) (J=3) COEF. (DEG)
1 dmpr 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000
2 P 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 34.380 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000
3 w 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000 34.380 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0·.000
4 NP 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 15.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000
5 HP 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 15.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000
6 rh 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 rk 0.000 627.500 0.000 1.000 40.000 0.000 94.400 0.000 1. 000 20.700
8 ra 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000 7.500 75.000 75.000 1. 000 55.000
9 1h 0.000 2.320 0.000 1. 000 48.900 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000
10 lk 0.000 627.500 0.000 1.000 40.000 0.000 94.400 0.000 1. 000 20.700
11 la 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 100.000 100.000 1. 000 125.000
12 rs 0.000 11. 7 00 0.000 1. 000 72.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000
13 re 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000 0.000 100.000 100.000 1. 000 125.000
14 Is 0.000 11. 700 0.000 1. 000 72.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000
15 Ie 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
16 fxd 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
CARDS B.5
--
JOINT VISCOUS CHARACTERISTICS AND LOCK-UNLOCK CONDITIONS
-
VISCOUS COULOMB FULL FRICTION MAX TORQUE FOR MIN TORQUE FOR MIN. ANG. VELOCITY IMPULSE~
JOINT COEFFICIENT FRICTION COEF. ANGULAR VELOCITY A LOCKED JOINT UNLOCKED JOINT FOR UNLOCKED JOINT RESTITUTION
IN. LB.SEC./DEG) ( IN. LB.) (DEG/SEC. ) ( IN. LB.) ( IN. LB.) (RAD/SEC. ) COEFFICIENT
1 dmpr 2.000 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
2 P 1. 200 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
3 w 1. 200 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
4 NP 0.9.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
5 HP 0.900 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
6 rh 1. 000 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000-
7 rk 0.500 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
8 ra 0.500 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
9 Ih 1. 000 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
10 lk 0.500 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
11 la 0.500 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
12 rs 0.100 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
13 re 1. 000 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
14 Is 0.100 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
15 Ie 1. 000 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
16 fxd 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000
SEGMENT INTEGRATION CONVERGENCE TEST INPUT CARDS B.6
ANGULAR VELOCITIES LINEAR VELOCITIES ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS LINEAR ACCELERATIONS
(RAD!SEC. ) ( IN. !SEC. ) (RAD!SEC.**2) ( IN.!SEC.**2l
SEGMENT MAG. ASS. REL. MAG. ASS. REL. MAG. ASS. REL. MAG. ASS. REL.
NO. SYM TEST ERROR ERROR TEST ERROR ERROR TEST ERROR ERROR TEST ERROR ERROR
1 srp 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
2 LT 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.001 0.001 0.0010
3 CT 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
4 UT 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
5 N 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
6 H 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
7 RUL 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0,0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
8 RLL 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
9 RF 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
10 LUL 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
11 LLL 0.000 0.000 0 .. 0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
12 LF 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
13 RUA 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
14 RLA 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
15 LUA 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
16 LLA 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
17 area 0.000 0,000 0.0000 0,000 0.000 0.0000 0.010 0.010 0.0100 0.000 0.000 0.0000
....
....
W
VEHICLE DECELERATION INPUTS
CARDS C
Srp deceleration
YAW PITCH ROLL VIPS VTIME XO(X) XO(YI XO(Z) NATAB ATO ADT 1113
MSEG
0.000 -39.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1 0.00000 0.00050 a a
NPTS = 1 fROM CARD C.2.b IS NOT NEEDED fOR VEHICLE INPUT OPTION 3.
INPUT VALUE IGNORED.
VEHICLE LINEAR TIME HISTORY Srp deceleration MSEG = 1
TIME LINEAR DECELERATIONS (G'S) LINEAR VELOCITIES ( IN./SEC.) LINEAR DISPLACEMENTS ( IN.)
(MSEC) X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VEHICLE ANGULAR TIME HISTORY Srp deceleration 6
MSEG = 1
TIME ANGULAR ACCELERATIONS (DEG/SEC.**2) ANGULAR VELOCITIES (DEG/SEC. ) ANGULAR DISPLACEMENTS (DEG)
(MSEC) X Y Z X Y Z YAW PITCH ROLL
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -39.500 0.000
VEHICLE DECELERATION INPUTS 7
CARDS C
..- Seat deceleration
..-
.j:>.
YAW PITCH ROLL VIPS VTIME XO(X) XOIYI XO(Zj NATAB ATO ADT 11 13 MSEG
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1 0.00000 0.00050 0 0 a
NPTS = 1 fROM CARD C.2.b IS NOT NEEDED fOR VEHICLE INPUT OPTION 3.
INPUT VALUE IGNORED.
....
....
\.II
VEHICLE PATHS TO GROUND
THE GROUND (INERTIAL) SEGMENT IS REPRESENTED HERE BY A O.
THE COORD CATEGORY REFERS TO THE COORDINATE SYSTEM IN WHICH THE VEHICLE DATA ARE SPECIFIED.
A NEGATIVE VALUE FOR COORD INDICATES THAT THE DATA REPRESENT ACCELEROMETER DATA.
VEH COORD VEHICLE PATH TO GROUND
srp GRND GRND
1 0 0
VEH GRND GRND
18 0 0
NPL NBLT NBAG NELP NQ NSD NHRNSS NWINDF NJNTF NFORCE
9 0 0 0 1 5 3 1 7 0 CARD D.1
PLANE INPUTS CARDS D.2
PLANE NO. 1 Seat Pan
X y Z
POINT 1 0.0000 8.0000 0.0000
POINT 2 18.0100 8.0000
-2.3690
POINT 3 0.0000
-8.0000 0.0000
PLANE NO. 2 Seat Back
X y Z
POINT 1 0.0000 7.0000 0.0000
POINT 2 0.0000 -7.0000 0.0000
POINT 3 -5.3550 7.0000
-16.4820
PLANE NO. 3 Head Rest
X y Z
POINT 1
-4.2800 5.0000
-25.1130
POINT 2 -4.2800
-5.0000
-25.1130
POINT 3
-5.8170 5.0000
-32.9910
PLANE NO. 4 Seat Pan Front
X y Z
POINT 1 18.1600 8.0000 0.0000
POINT 2 18.1600 8.0000 4.0000
POINT 3 18.1600
-8.0000 0.0000
-
-0\ PLANE NO. 5 Seat Side Left
X y Z
POINT 1 18.0000 -8.0000
-3.0000
POINT 2 18.0000
-8.0000 3.0000
POINT 3 24.0000
-8.0000
-3.0000
PLANE NO. 6 Seat Side Right
X Y Z
POINT 1 18.0000 8.0000
-3.0000
POINT 2 24.0000 8.0000 -3.0000
POINT 3 18.0000 8.0000 3.0000
PLANE NO. 7 headbox left
X y Z
POINT 1 -10.3200 0.0000 -31.8600
POINT 2 -7.8800 0.0000 -24.2520
POINT 3 -5.8170 -5.0000
-32.9900
.....
.....
'-l
PLANE NO. 8 headbox right
X y Z
POINT 1 -7.8800 0.0000 -24.2520
POINT 2 -10.3520 0.0000 -31.8600
POINT 3 -4.4280 5.0000 -25.1130
PLANE NO. g canopy
X y Z
POINT 1 ~15.0000 -10.0000 -37.0000
POINT 2 20.0000 -10.0000 -37.0000
POINT 3 -15.0000 10.0000 -37.0000
CONSTRAINT INPUT
CARDS D.6
TYPE
NO.
SEGMENT SEGMENT
NO. 1 NO. 2
POINT ON 1ST SEGMENT ( IN.)
X Y Z
POINT ON 2ND SEGMENT ( IN.)
X Y Z
2 2 18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BODY SEGMENT SYMMETRY INPUT
SEG NO. 1 2 3 4 5
NSYM(J) 0 0 0 0 0
x
0.00
-2.00
-2.00
0.00
0.00
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
SPRING
SEGMENT
M N
4 18
8 18
11 18
14 18
16 18
DAMPERS FUNCTION
COORDINATES OF
SEGMENT M
Y
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 a
INPUT
ATTACHMENT POINTS ( IN.)
SEGMENT N SPRING FORCE FUNCTION
Z X Y Z DO Al A2
0.00 0.00 10.00 -16.00 10.00 500.000 0.000
0.00 17 .50 3.00 2.00 0.00 1000.000 0.000
0.00 17.50 -3.00 2.00 0.00 1000.000 0.000
8.00 18.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 500.000 0.000
8.00 18.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 500.000 0.000
DAMPING FORCE
81
500.000
100.000
100.000
50.000
50.000
CARD D.7
CARDS D.8
FUNCTION
82
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
FUNCTION NO. 1 Seat Pan 1 FDF NTI( 1) = 1
DO D1 D2 D3 D4
-
0.0000 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
-00 FIRST PART OF FUNCTION - 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
AD Al A2 A3 A4 AS
138.161600 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
FUNCTION NO. 2 Seat Pan 2 FDF NTI( 2) = 12
DO D1 D2 D3 D4
0.0000 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FIRST PART OF FUNCTION - 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
AD Al A2 A3 A4 A5
0.000000 5000.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 259.375000
CARDS E
CARDS E
FUNCTION NO. 3 soft contact NTI( 3) ~ 23 CARDS E
DO D1 D2 D3 D4
0.0000 1.3100 -1. 3100 0.0000 0.0000
FIRST PART OF FUNCTION - 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
AD A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
-0.280000 14.190000 81.940000 -122.620000 98.730000 -29.090000
SECOND PART OF FUNCTION - 3 TABULAR POINTS
0 FID)
1.310000 61.6000
1.350000 616.0000
1.310000 6160.0000
FUNCTION NO. 4 const of 1. NTII 4) ~ 41 CARDS E
DO Dl D2 D3 D4
0.0000 0.0000 0.9900 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS CONSTANT 0.990000
FUNCTION NO. 5 canst of .8 NTI( 5) = 46 CARDS E
DO Dl D2 D3 D4
....
0.0000 0.0000 0.8000 0.0000 0.0000
.... FUNCTION IS CONSTANT 0.800000
1.0
FUNCTION NO. 6 const of .5 NTI( 6) = 51 CARDS E
DO Dl D2 D3 D4
0.0000 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS CONSTANT 0.500000
FUNCTION NO. 7 canst of .4 NTI I 7) ~ 56 CARDS E
DO Dl D2 D3 D4
0.0000 0.0000 0.4000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS CONSTANT 0.400000
FUNCTION NO. 8 canst of .1 NTI( 8) = 61 CARDS E
DO Dl D2 D3 D4
0.0000 0.0000 0.1000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS CONSTANT 0.100000
FUNCTION NO.
DO
0.0000
FIRST PART
AD
0.000000
Lap Belt
01
1.0000
OF FUNCTION -
Al
1000.000000
5TH
02 03
0.0000 0.0000
DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
A2 A3
0.000000 0.000000
NTI( 9) = 66
04
0.0000
A4
0.000000
A5
0.000000
CARDS E
FUNCTION NO. 10 Shoulder Strap NTI (10) = 77 CARDS E
DO Dl D2 D3 D4
0.0000 5.0000 10.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FIRST PART OF FUNCTION - 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
AD Al A2 A3 A4 A5
0.000000 6000.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 300.000000
SECOND PART OF FUNCTION - 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
BO Bl B2 B3
0.000000 5000.000000 0.000000 0.000000
B4
0.000000
B5
0.000000
-IV
o
FUNCTION NO. 11
FIRST PART OF
DO
0.0000
FIRST PART OF
D
0.000000
0.004200
0.013800
0.025000
0.034400
0.047900
0.060500
0.069900
0.080100
0.087400
0.095100
0.098900
0.102300
Lap Belt FDF
FUNCTION -
Dl
-0.1023
FUNCTION -
F( D)
0.0000
226.5978
891. 9627
1641.4360
2264.3630
3190.0200
4048.6910
4727.9690
5500.0300
6109.1680
6672.2730
7001. 8110
7250.0000
13 TABULAR POINTS
D2
0.0000
13 TABULAR POINTS
D3
0.0000
NTI (11) 94
D4
0.0000
CARDS E
FUNCTION NO. 12 Sh1d. Belt FDF NTI (12) = 126
DO D1 D2 03 04
0.0000 -0.1523 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FIRST PART OF FUNCTION - 14 TABULAR POINTS
D F(D)
0.000000 0.0000
0.050000 50.0000
0.054200 226.5978
0.063800 891. 9627
0.075000 1641. 4360
0.084400 2264.3630
0.097900 3190.0200
0.110500 4048.6910
0.119900 4727.9690
0.130100 5500.0300
0.137400 6109.1680
0.145100 6672.2730
0.148900 7001.8110
0.152300 7250.0000
FUNCTION NO. 13 contact panel NTI(13) = 160
DO D1 02 03 04
...- 0.0000 5.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
N FIRST PART OF FUNCTION - 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
...- AD A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
0.000000 300.000000 300.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
CARDS E
CARDS E
FUNCTION NO. 14
DO
0.0000
FIRST PART
AO
0.000000
sample belt
Dl
1. 0000
OF FUNCTION -
Al
4000.000000
02 03
0.0000 0.0000
5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
A2 A3
10000.000000 0.000000
NTI (1 4) = 171
04
0.0000
A4
0.000000
A5
0.000000
CARDS E
FUNCTION NO. 15
DO
0.0000
E"IRST PART
AD
0.000000
head contact
Dl
1.0000
OF FUNCTION - 5TH
A1
650.000000
D2 03
0.0000 0.0000
DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
A2 A3
650.000000 0.000000
NTI (15) = 182
04
0.0000
A4
0.000000
A5
300.000000
CARDS E
FUNCTION NO. 16
DO
0.0000
FIRST PART OF
D
0.000000
0.005000
0.025000
0.050000
0.100000
0.200000
0.300000
0.400000
0.500000
0.600000
0.700000
0.800000
0.900000
1.000000
Rate Dep.
D1
-1. 0000
FUNCTION -
F(D}
0.0000
0.1710
0.2924
0.3684
0.4642
0.5848
O. 6694
0.7368
0.7937
0.8434
0.8879
0.9283
0.9655
1. 0000
Cushion
D2
0.0000
14 TABULAR POINTS
D3
0.0000
NTI (16) 193
D4
0.0000
CARDS E
.-
N
N
FUNCTION NO. 17
DO
0.0000
FIRST PART
AO
0.000000
constraint
D1
500.0000
OF FUNCTION -
Al
1000.000000
D2 D3
0.0000 0.0000
5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL
A2 A3
300.000000 0.000000
NTI(17) = 227
D4
0.0000
A4
0.000000
A5
0.000000
CARDS E
I.SPIKE
D1
-1.8000
FUNCTION -
FlO}
0.0000
16.2100
518.7500
1583.0990
9847.0000
13597.0000
18000.0000
0.0000
FUNCTION NO. 37
DO
0.0000
FIRST PART OF
D
0.000000
0.500000
1.000000
1.250000
1. 500000
1.600000
1. 7 00000
1.800000
D2
0.0000
8 TABULAR POINTS
D3
1.2000
NTI(37} 238
D4
0.0000
CARDS E
WIND fORCE fUNCTION NO. 18 wind function NTI (18) = 260
DO D1 D2 D3 REf. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 19.0000
WIND fORCE TABLES FOR 3 TIME POINTS.
T FX(T) FY(T) FZ(T)
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.050000 -4.72000 0.000000 0.000000
1.000000 -1.40000 0.000000 0.000000
JOINT FORCE FUNCTION NO. 41 R. Shld. Jt NTI (41) = 278
CARDS E.7
N = 3
0.0000000
0.0000000
11800.00
3010000.
376000.0
0.0000000
17600.00
0.0000000
THETAO
151. 000
75.000
0.000
66.000
68.000
89.000
111. 000
153.000
PHI
-180.00
-135.00
-90.00
-45.00
0.00
45.00
90.00
135.00
DO D1 D2 D3 REf. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
fUNCTION IS COEFFICIENTS Of 3 ORDER POLYNOMIALS IN (THETA-THETAO) FOR 8 VALUES OF PHI.
COEFFICIENTS OF (THETA-THETA01**N
N = 1 N = 2
0.0000000 87900.00
0.0000000 13700.00
0.0000000 -312.0000
0.0000000 7780.000
0.0000000 22200.00
0.0000000 22000.00
0.0000000 2470.000
0.0000000 13000.00
....
to-)
Vol
JOINT FORCE fUNCTION NO. 42 L. Shld. Jt NTI (42) = 317
CARDS E.7
DO Dl D2 D3 RE E'. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS COEffICIENTS Of 3 ORDER POLYNOMIALS IN (THETA-THETAO) FOR 8 VALUES OF PHI.
COEfFICIENTS OF (THETA-THETA01**N
PHI THETAO N = 1 N = 2 N = 3
-180.00 151. 000 0.0000000 87900.00 0.0000000
-135.00 153.000 0.0000000 13000.00 0.0000000
-90.00 111.000 0.0000000 2470.000 17600.00
-45.00 89.000 0.0000000 22000.00 0.0000000
0.00 68.000 0.0000000 22200.00 376000.0
45.00 66.000 0.0000000 7780.000 3010000.
90.00 0.000 0.0000000 -312.0000 11800.00
135.00 75.000 0.0000000 13700.00 0.0000000
JOINT FORCE FUNCTION NO. 43 Sitting R. Hip NTI(43} = 356
CARDS E.7
DO 01 02 03 REF. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS TABULAR FOR 19 X 4 VALUES OF THETA AND PHI
THETA
PHI THETAO 10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000
60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000
110.000 120.000 130.000 140.000 150.000
160.000 170.000 180.000
-180.00 0.000 7.000000 22.00000 52.00000 112.0000 232.0000
472.0001 952.0002 1910.000 3830.000 7670.000
15400.00 30700.00 61400.00 123000.0 246000.0
492000.0 983000.0 1970000.
-90.00 0.000 17.00000 51.00000 119.0000 255.0000 527.0000
1070.000 2160.000 4340.000 8690.002 17400.00
34900.00 69700.00 139000.0 279000.0 557000.0
1110000. 2230000. 4460000.
0.00 0.000 8.000000 17.00000 28.00000 50.00000 94.00000
182.0000 358.0000 710.0000 1410.000 2820.000
5640.000 11300.00 22500.00 45100.01 90100.02
180000.0 360000.0 721000.0
90.00 0.000 7.000000 13.00000 18.00000 23.00000 33.00000
-
53.00000 93.00000 173.0000 333.0000 653.0000
N 1290.000 2570.000 5130.000 10300.00 20500.00~ 41000.00 81899.98 164000.0
JOINT FORCE FUNCTION NO. 44 Sit ting L. Hip NTI(44) = 439
CARDS E.7
DO Dl D2 D3 REF. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS TABULAR FOR 19 X 4 VALUES OF THETA AND PHI
THETA
PHI THETAO 10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000
60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000
110.000 120.000 130.000 140.000 150.000
160.000 170.000 180.000
-180.00 0.000 7.000000 22.00000 52.00000 112.0000 232.0000
472.0001 952.0002 1910.000 3830.000 7670.000
15400.00 30700.00 61400.00 123000.0 246000.0
492000.0 983000.0 1970000.
-90.00 0.000 7.000000 13.00000 18.00000 23.00000 33.00000
53.00000 93.00000 173.0000 333.0000 653.0000
1290.000 2570.000 5130.000 10300.00 20500.00
41000.00 81899.98 164000.0
0.00 0.000 8.000000 17.00000 28.00000 50.00000 94.00000
182.0000 358.0000 710.0000 1410.000 2820.000
5640.000 11300.00 22500.00 45100.01 90100.02
180000.0 360000.0 721000.0
-
90.00 0.000 17.00000 51.00000 119.0000 255.0000 527.0000tv 1070.000 2160.000 4340.000 8690.002 17400.00VI
34900.00 69700.00 139000.0 279000.0 557000.0
1110000. 2230000. 4460000.
JOINT FORCE FUNCTION NO. 45 Sitting Lumbar Spine NTI(45) = 522
CARDS E.7
DO D1 D2 D3 REF. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS TABULAR FOR 19 X 4 VALUES OF THETA AND PHI
THETA
PHI THETAO 10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000
60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000
110.000 120.000 130.000 140.000 150.000
160.000 170.000 180.000
-180.00 0.000 400.0000 800.0000 6600.000 8800.000 11000.00
13200.00 15400.00 17600.00 19800.00 24200.00
33000.00 50600.00 85800.00 156200.0 297000.0
578600.0 1141800. 2268200.
-90.00 0.000 7.000000 22.00000 52.00000 112.0000 232.0000
472.0001 952.0002 1910.000 3830.000 7670.000
15400.00 30700.00 61400.00 123000.0 246000.0
492000.0 983000.0 1970000.
0.00 0.000 1920.000 3840.000 5760.000 7680.000 9600.000
11520.00 13440.00 15360.00 17280.00 21120.00
28800.00 44160.00 74880.00 136320.0 259200.1
504960.0 996480.0 1979520.
90.00 0.000 2200.000 4400.000 6600.000 8800.000 11000.00
13200.00 15400.00 17600.00 19800.00 24200.00
N 33000.00 50600.00 85800.00 156200.0 297000.0
0\ 578600.0 1141800. 2286200.
JOINT FORCE FUNCTION NO. 46 Neck NTI (46) = 605
CARDS E.7
DO D1 D2 D3 REF. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS TABULAR FOR 19 X 4 VALUES OF THETA AND PHI
THETA
PHI THETAO 10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000
60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000
110.000 120.000 130.000 140.000 150.000
160.000 170.000 180.000
-180.00 0.000 439.0000 876.9999 2051.000 4824.000 9384.002
15864.00 24399.00 35118.00 48156.00 63645.00
81718.03 102505.0 126143.0 152760.0 182493.0
215471.0 251828.0 291697.0
-90.00 0.000 375.0000 750.0000 1361. 000 2524.000 4534.000
7686.000 12277 .00 18600.00 26951.00 37626.00
50919.00 67126.00 86541. 02 109461.0 136180.0
166992.0 202196.0 242084.0
0.00 0.000 197.0000 394.0000 634.0000 1003.000 1571.000
2412.000 3597.000 5198.000 7286.000 9934.000
13216.00 17201.00 21961. 00 27570.00 34099.00
41619.00 50204.02 59925.00
90.00 0.000 375.0000 750.0000 1361.000 2524.000 4534.000
7686.000 12277 .00 18600.00 26951.00 37626.00
..- 50919.00 67126.00 86541. 02 109461. 0 136180.0N
-J 166993.0 202196.0 242084.0
JOINT FORCE FUNCTION NO. 47 Head NTI(47) = 688
CARDS E.7
DO D1 D2 D3 REF. SEGMENT
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
FUNCTION IS TABULAR FOR 19 X 4 VALUES OF THETA AND PHI
THETA
PHI THE TAO 10.000 20.000 30.000 40.000 50.000
60.000 70.000 80.000 90.000 100.000
110.000 120.000 130.000 140.000 150.000
160.000 170.000 180.000
-180.00 0.000 345.0000 689.0001 1349.000 2360.000 3547.000
4835.000 6188.000 7588.000 9019.000 10478.00
11956.00 13451.00 14958.00 16476.00 18003.00
19538.00 21080.00 22627.00
-90.00 0.000 375.0000 750.0000 1361.000 2524.000 4534.000
7686.000 12277.00 18600.00 26951. 00 37626.00
50919.00 67126.00 86541.02 109461.0 136180.0
166993.0 202196.0 242084.0
0.00 0.000 17 5.0000 351.0000 560.0000 859.0000 1278.000
18Z9.000 2510.000 3312.000 4220.001 5220.001
6299.000 7445.000 8648.000 9898.000 11189.00
12515.00 13871. 00 15252.00
90.00 0.000 375.0000 750.0000 1361. 000 2524.000 4534.000
7586.000 12277.00 18600.00 26951. 00 37626.00
-
50919.00 67126.00 86541.02 109461.0 136180.0
t-J 166923.0 202196.0 242084.000
ALLOWED CONTACTS AND ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS
CARDS F.1
PLANE SEGMENT FORCE DEFLECTION INERTIAL SPIKE R FACTOR G FACTOR FRICTION COEF. OPT
1- 18 2- 2 1 -2 -16 0 5 -3
Seat Pan LT Seat Pan 1 FDF Seat Pan 2 FDF Rate Dep. Cushion canst of .8
1- 18 2- 2 2 0 0 0 4 -3
Seat Pan LT Seat Pan 2 FDF canst of 1.
1- 18 7- 7 13 0 8 5 6 -3
Seat Pan RUL contact panel canst of .1 canst of .8 canst of .5
1- 18 10- 10 13 0 8 5 6 -3
Seat Pan LUL contact panel canst of .1 canst of .8 canst of .5
1- 18 14- 14 13 0 8 5 6 -3
Seat Pan RLA contact panel canst of .1 canst of .8 canst of .5
1- 18 16- 16 13 0 8 5 6 -3
Seat Pan LLA contact panel canst of .1 canst of .8 canst of .5
2- 18 2- 2 13 0 0 5 6 -3
Seat Back LT contact panel const of .8 canst of .5
2- 18 3- 3 13 0 0 4 6 -3
Seat Back CT contact panel const of 1. canst of .5
2- 18 4- 4 13 0 0 4 6 -2
Seat Back UT contact panel const of 1. const of .5
3- 18 6- 6 15 0 0 5 6 -3
Head Rest H head contact canst of .8 canst of .5
4- 18 11- 11 13 0 8 5 6 -3
-
Seat Pan Front LLL contact panel canst of .1 const of .8 const of .5
N 4- 18 8- 8 13 0 8 5 6 -3
'C1 Seat Pan Front RLL contact panel canst of .1 canst of .8 const of .5
7- 18 17- 17 15 -2 -16 0 6 -3
headbox left area head contact Seat Pan 2 FDF Rate Dep. Cushion canst of .5
8- 18 17- 17 15 -2 -16 0 6 -3
headbox right area head contact Seat Pan 2 FDF Rate Dep. Cushion canst of .5
9- 19 17- 17 13 0 0 0 6 -3
canopy area contact panel const of .5
CARDS F.3
SEGMENT SEGMENT FORCE DEFLECTION INERTIAL SPIKE R FACTOR G FACTOR FRICTION COEF. OPT
6- 6 4- 4 13 0 8 5 4 0
H UT contact panel canst of .1 canst of .8 const of 1.
THE FOLLOWING JOINT RESTORING FORCE FUNCTIONS AS DEFINED ON CARDS E.7 WILL BE USED.
CARD F.5
JOINT
3-w
4-NP
5-HP
6-rh
9-1h
12-rs
14-1s
FUNCTION
45-Sitting Lumbar Spine
46-Neck .
47-Head
43-Sitting R. Hip
44-Sitting L. Hip
41-R. Sh1d. Jt
42-L. Sh1d. Jt
-W
o
SEGMENT WIND FORCES
SEGMENT-ELLIPSOID
-6 - 6
H
SEGMENT-PLANE
19 - 9
GRND-canopy
WIND FORCE FUNCTION
18
wind function
DRAG COEFFICIENT
FUNCTION
o
BLOCKING
SEGMENTS-ELLIPSOID
17- 17
CARDS F.7
HARNESS-BELT SYSTEM INPUT
CARDS F.8
NO. OF HARNESSES = 3
NO. OF BELTS PER HARNESS = 1 1
FOR HARNESS NO. 1 NO. OF POINTS PER BELT = 8
HARNESS NO. 1 BELT NO. 1 FUNCTION NOS. 10 a a 0 0 REFERENCE SLACK = 0.250 IN.
K KS KE NT NPD NOR FUNCTION NOS. CARDS F.8.D
1 18 0 103 1 1 a a a 0 0
2 5 5 109 0 a 0 a a 0 0
3 4 4 115 0 a a a a a 0
4 4 4 121 0 a 0 a a 0 0
5 4 4 127 0 a a a a a a
6 3 3 133 a a a a a a 0
7 3 3 139 0 a a a a a 0
8 18 a 145 1 1 a a a a 0
BASE REFERENCE I IN.) ADJUSTED REFERENCE ( IN.) OFFSET ( IN.) PREFERRED DIRECTION ( IN.)
K X y Z x Y Z x Y Z x Y Z
1 -7.961 -4.000 -19.703 -7.961 -4.000 -19.703 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500
2 0.000 -3.342 1.000 0.000 -2.208 0.661 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 2.863 -2.834 -5.236 2.601 -2.574 -4.756 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.000 0.000 0.000
...... 4 4.868 -1.789 0.483 4.761 -1. 750 0.473 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.000 0.000 0.000
W 5 3.884 -0.744 3.832 3.946 -0.756 3.893 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.000 0.000 0.000
......
6 3.502 0.611 -1. 674 3.394 0.593 -1.622 0.000 0.000 -0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000
7 3.068 2.390 0.994 3.199 2.492 1.037 0.000 0.000 -0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500
FOR HARNESS NO. 2 NO. OF POINTS PER BELT = 8
HARNESS NO. 2 BELT NO. 2 FUNCTION NOS. 10 0 0 0 a REFERENCE SLACK = 0.250 IN.
K KS KE NT NPO NOR FUNCTION NOS. CARDS F.8.D
9 18 0 157 1 1 a a 0 0 0
10 5 5 163 0 0 a a 0 0 0
11 4 4 169 0 0 0 a 0 0 0
12 4 4 175 0 0 a a 0 0 0
13 4 4 181 0 0 0 a a 0 0
14 3 3 187 0 0 a a 0 0 0
15 3 3 193 0 0 a a 0 0 0
16 18 0 199 1 1 a a a a a
BASE REFERENCE ( IN.) ADJUSTED REFERENCE ( IN.) OFFSET ( IN.) PREFERRED DIRECTION ( IN.)
K X Y Z x y z x y z x y Z
9 -7.961 4.000 -19.703 -7.961 4.000 -19.703 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500
10 0.000 3.342 1. 000 0.000 2.208 0.661 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
11 3.313 2.834 -5.205 2.889 2.471 -4.539 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.000 0.000 0.000
12 4.868 1.789 0.483 4.761 1. 750 0.473 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.000 0.000 0.000
13 3.884 0.744 3.832 3.946 0.756 3.893 0.000 0.000 -0.668 0.000 0.000 0.000
14 3.502 -0.611 -1. 674 3.394 -0.593 -1. 622 0.000 0.000 -0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000
15 3.068
-2.390 0.994 3.199 -2.492 1. 037 0.000 0.000 -0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000
16 0.000 -6.000 0.000 0.000 -6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000
-
FOR HARNESS NO. 3 NO. OF POINTS PER BELT = 5w
N HARNESS NO. 3 BELT NO. 3 FUNCTION NOS. 10 0 a a a REFERENCE SLACK = -0.400 IN.
K KS KE NT NPD NOR FUNCTION NOS. CARDS F.8.D
17 18 a 211 1 1 a a a a a
18 2 2 217 a a a a a 0 a
19 2 2 223 a a a a 0 a a
20 2 2 229 a a a a a a a
21 18 a 235 1 1 a a a 0 a
BASE REFERENCE ( IN.) ADJUSTED REFERENCE ( IN.) OFFSET ( IN.) PREFERRED DIRECTION ( IN.)
K X y Z x y z x y z x y Z
17 0.000 -6.000 0.000 0.000 -6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000
18 1. 229
-6.186 -1. 990 1. 070 -5.387 -1. 733 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
19 3.817 0.000 -2.788 3.296 0.000 -2.407 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20 1. 229 6.219 -1. 990 1. 066 5.396 -1. 727 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
21 0.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000
SUBROUTINE INITAL INPUT
CARD G.1
ZPLTIXj ZPLTIYI ZPLT(Z) 11 J1 12 J2 13 SPLTl1j SPLT(2) SPLT(3)
O. O. o. a 0 0 0 0 10.00 6.00 1. 00
SEGMENT NUMBER 1 IS A BODY SEGMENT THAT HAS BEEN DESIGNATED AS A VEHICLE.
INITIAL CONDITIONS SUPPLIED BY THE C CARD DATA.
BODY SEGMENT NUMBER 1 IS A VEHICLE WHOSE INITIAL ORIENTATION IS SUPPLIED BY THE C CARD DATA.
BODY SEGMENT NUMBER 1 IS A VEHICLE WHOSE INITIAL ANGULAR VELOCITY IS SUPPLIED BY THE C CARD DATA.
NONZERO VALUES OF INITIAL ANGULAR VELOCITY SUPPLIED ON CARD G.3.a IGNORED.
INITIAL POSITIONS (INERTIAL REFERENCE)
SEGMENT LINEAR POSITION ( IN.) LINEAR VELOCITY ( IN./SEC.) CARDS G.3
NO. SEG X Y Z x Y Z IREF
1 srp 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
2 LT 3.32987 0.00000 -4.03945 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
3 CT 1.7~ 0.00000 -8.90886 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
4 UT -0.007 0.00000 -15.94899 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
5 N -1.40700 0.00000 -24.68090 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
6 H -1.20387 0.00700 -30.05289 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
..... 7 RUL 11.09729 3.15000 -4.23373 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0\H
\H 8 RLL 20.34269 3.15000 1. 56652 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
9 RF 23.96292 3.15000 10.81198 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
10 LUL 11.09729 -3.15000 -4.23373 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
11 LLL 20.34269 -3.15000 1. 56652 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
12 LF 23.96292 -3.15000 10.81198 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
13 RUA 1. 51263 5.94000 -15.94182 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
14 RLA 10.15994 3.70074 -7.84035 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
15 LUA 1. 51263 -5.94000 -15.94182 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
16 LLA 10.15994 -3.70074 -7.84035 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
17 area 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0
INITIAL ANGULAR ROTATION AND VELOCITY CARDS G.3
SEGMENT ANGULAR ROTATION (DEG) ANGULAR VELOCITY (DEG/SEC.)
NO. SEG YAW PITCH ROLL X Y Z IYPR
1 srp 0.00000 -39.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
2 LT 0.00000 18.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
3 CT 0.00000 18.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
4 UT 0.00000 13.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
5 N 0.00000 3.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
6 H 0.00000 3.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
7 RUL 0.00000 93.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
8 RLL 0.00000 5.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
9 RF 0.00000 102.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
10 LUL 0.00000 93.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
11 LLL 0.00000 5.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
12 LF 0.00000 102.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
13 RUA 0.00000 30.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
14 RLA -20.00000 60.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
15 LUA 0.00000 30.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
16 LLA 20.00000 60.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 3 2 1 19
17 area 0.00000 12.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1 2 3 19
LINEAR AND ANGULAR VELOCITIES HAVE BEEN SET EQUAL TO THE INITIAL VELOCITIES OF THE PRIMARY VEHICLE
FOR ALL NONVEHICLE BODY SEGMENTS WITH IREF = O. FOR NONVEHICLE SEGMENTS WITH IREF # 0, THE LINEAR
..-
AND ANGULAR VELOCITIES WERE DETERMINED BY THE VALUES OF IREF .
\,oj
~
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